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RECENTLY our usually accurate and erudite senior contemporary" FLIGHT ",
official organ of the Royal Aero Club. published a short paragraph headed

.. Instructional Gliding Contests" and went on to give publicity to an appeal
from the .. British Gliding Association. Redhill Aerodrome" for the sum of
£3.000 to finance the visit of the proposed British Gliding Team to Switzerland.
The names of the proposed team were given as-Po Wills. O.B.E.• Senior Pilot;
Christopher Nicholson; Charles Wlngfield and Lorne Welch. Reserve pilots
D. F. Greig. Ron Claudl; F/O. Forbes and P. A. Press/and.

There was enough in this report to qualify it as accurate but It was unfortunate
to say the least that the appeal should have been announced in. tbls fashion. It Is
the function of the Press to report the news and to comment on It. On occasion
It tries to point the finger of truth and reality to the trail of events and Ideas.
This Is such an occasion. The only other news about this appeal. received in
.. SAILPLANE" office was a personal one addressed to the Editor.

Now the whole of the al>ove circumstances are symptomatic of the Ifls which
beset Gliding In Great Britain to-day. These ills may be traced to the set up of
the B.G.A. As t'he Annual General Meeting showed (reported In last month's
.. SAILPLANE ") the B.G.A. Is In debt and Its administration has been taken over
by the Royal Aero Club.

It is our !>elief that the fundamental Idea of the B.G.A. as an Association of
Clubs Is wrong In principle and In practice. It leads to the affairs of Gliding In
the country being left in the hands of a few-so much the same few that they are
In danger of becoming a clique-which Is I>oth un·British and undemocratic. Ir,
practice too, Clubs never have any money. but Individuals have. The B.G.A. Is
.. broke" and that is the proof of the pudding. The pre-War constitution of the
B.G.A. as consisting of Clubs and private members was an attempt to eet the !>est
of both worlds. and It did not succeed either. The time appears ripe. therefore,
for the B.G.A. to consider changing Its basis. The ba!is must be one which would
give the B.G.A. the opportunity of a much wider flnanicial net; if. say. membership
of a Club were made conditional upon, say, a Ss. Od. membership' of the B.G.A.• In
addition to fees for certificates and Badges. A larger Obligatory subscription
might car-ry automatic Insurance-'in itself a great circulation builder.

There could still be a Council of Clubs to cGnsfder their special interests. but
the body politic of the Association would be its Members with a Constitution
which permits of any subject of interest being debated on the spot. Instead of
being prevented by a clumsy Constitution, as were the Yorkshire Clubs resolutions
at the last A.G.M.

It is humiliating to have to appeal to all and .sundry for the money to send a
team to Switzerland. Had some of the leading personalities In the B.G.A. Council
been different there is little doubt but such an appea,1 would not have been necessary.
In our opinion this appeal has been badly handled and a fresh start should be made.
An appeals Committee should be organised (in which" SAILPLANE" will glad I)'
help). and It should be entrusted with the Public Relations aspect of the British
angle in these Contests. .

One last point. How do the organisers justify a sum like £3,000. !~ view
'of the numbers of would-be acceptors of the offer of Thomas Cooks of a 16-day
tour. fare. accommodation Included. (or £39, ,it would appear that on a basis of
13 cost-free gladiators. the cost ought not to !>e much more than £1.000-a ·sum
about the level of possible achievement.

We quite agree that items such as Insurance. transport and spares, might be
paid for by publiC subscription, but we seE! no reason why the team al1d helpera
should not otherwise pay their own living expenses. especially as these are covered
for the period of the contest proper in the £200 entrance fee.
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THE S A L P L A N E

ROBERT KR·ONFELD
20 YEARS OF GLIDING

8y WOLF HIRTH
(E xc/uS'ive)

(Translated by Keith Turner)
Robert Kronfeld was born in Vienna, on the 5th

of May, 1904. In the early days of the present
century when the Wright broth;rs in America were
making their first short hops in powered aeroplanes
when mankind in general did not know or even
suspect that the age of lmman flight was beginning.

Like all fathers. Dr. Kronfeld the dentist, un
doubtedly' hoped that his son would become a great
man-a scientist maybe, or a professor of medicine.
Little could he have dreamed'that he would be a
pioneer of the science and sport of sailflying-for
it was to be years before such a thing would even
be given a name in the language.

In his early years Jittle Robert showed few signs
of his future greatness. He seldom smiled or asked
for food, and always looked unwell. The change
began when a.t the age of fifteen lle paid a four month
visit to Holland. Suddenly he started to put on
weight and became strong, possibly due to the
plentiful Dutch butter and 'fresh milk, a drink that
be continued to prefer above all others' during his
later years of great achievement.

At school his favourite subjects were the sciences,
and his hobbies radio and photography. But like
a true Viennese he loved music, and with his violill
he was already dreaming of experiences as yet
unknown to his waking consciousness.

His first spe>rting activities were on the slopes of
his native mountains. Here he became an enthusi
astic climber and sk~r; and on these two subjects
wrote numerous articles in the technical and daily
press.

But it was more particularly in another kind of
_sport that Kronfeld first became known-canoeing.

This sport enabled him to fulfil his desire to travel.
His first long canoe trip took him in seven weeks
from Switzerland down the Rhone to the Mediterran
ean. where he came to grips with the notoriol1s
Mistral wind which has cost the lives of so many
sea..going sportsmen-and also aviators. With a
great effort Robert managed to reach a small island
before it was too late, and had to remain there with
the light,house keeper for three days while the storm
blew itself out. Later he made another adventurous
journey, this time to Spain, following the Ebro frem
the mountains f1ght down via Saragossa to the sea
at· Barcelona.

Finally he turned to what was to become his
.---*fe's 'Work. gliding. In 1927, the Aero Club of

Austria selected three people to visit Rositten which
had recently Come into the news through the duration
flights of Ferdinand Schulz. Kronfeld remained
there much longer than had been arranged until at
last, ill the depth of wmter at a temperature of·
minus 6 0 centigrade. he obtained his" C .. certificate.
Next spring he went to the Wasserkuppe, the highest
of the Rhon mountains, which was then the Mecca
of all sailfIyers. Rapidly the young pupil developed
into a popular instruetor, and then in the summer

competitions revealed himself as an undoubted
genius.

On 6th August he won the out-and·return prize
by flying to the Himmeldankberg and back in three
houffS, on the lOth he won the jnnior distance contest
with 41 km., and finally he won the prizes for greatest
duration (7 hrs. 54 millS.) and also for greatest
aggregate duration (24 hrs.). His sailplane was the
•• Rhongeist," the prototype of the Professor type
designed by Lippisch of the RMn·Rossittcn

Gesellschaft. The most significant feature of these
flights is that he was' using for the first time a
variometer, that instrument which in the next few
months was to make pOSSible his pioneering use of
cloud lift. The nse of the variometer was originally
suggested to him by Lippisch.

Early in 1929. Kronfeld made an expedition to
Austria to explore the possibilities of soaring in the
upcurrents on the lee slopes of steep mountains.
Although the main object was not achieved, he made
a number of notable flights in difficult conditions,
including a few descents from the mountains
dOWIl into the valley. Finally he made the first
soating !lights' near Vienna when on 27th February
hI' was launched from the Kahlenberg.

Back at the Wasserkuppe he climbed on 14th
April to 1,275 metres above his launching point. or
2,225 metres above sea level. Then on 15th May
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(Continued on page 6)

numerous flying meetings and various expedmental
flights. The giant" Austria" continued to absorb
his attention, which at last after many difficulties
took the air under unusual circumstances. The
towing aircraft was found to be insufficiently powered.
for the take-off, so a second tow rope was hitched
to a lorry. The system worked I

From the 'earliest days Kronfeld had great faith
in winch-launching. In January, ~1932, he tookJpart

he won a prize offered by the newspaper " Griine
Post" 'for the first distance flight to exceed 100
kilometres. This flight was made with the help
of cloud lift across the Teutoburger Forest- in his
new sailplane" Wien" (Vienna), which was to make
such history in the next few years. On this occasion,
Kronfeld said, he really enjoyed flying for the first
time: up till then he had always had to work too hard.

During that year's Competitions, of which he
was the winner, he twice beat his own world distance
record. On 27th July he utilized a thunderstorm
to fly 14:J km. to Hermsdorf near Jena. and on 30th
July he climbed blind in a cloud to 2,160 metres
above take-off and reached 150 km. This memorable
year of 1929 may be said to' mark Kronfeld's aeronau·
tical maturity. and brought with it the honour of
being awal'ded the German sporting trophy known
as the "A(lIerplakette."

In between these great and sometimes tiring
flights the Viennese pioneer carried on the humdrum
life of a gliding instructor. Great pilots are not
necessarily good instructors, but Kronfeld was both,
and came to be much loved by his numerous pupils.

He showed practical wisdom by his insistence
that the nervous energy expended on difficult flights
shuuld be won back by rest and healthy living. ·He
was able to sleep at any time of day--and often did
so, so that ,L person seeking 'his company on the
Wasserkuppe was liable to gel the disconcerting
answer: "Sorry. I must get some sleep." Thanks
to this habit he was able to keep awake for long
periods when necessary.

1930 brought another busy summer. Although
he was preoccupied with the building of his giant
sailplane 'f Austria," he accepted with delight an
invitation to England where on I 7th June he made
it CIOss-country flight of 112 km. from Itford Hill
to near POrtsmouth. After this he made many
exhibition flights at Weymouth, Folkestone, Scar
borough, Dorchester and I vinghoe, where he had
the especial honour of demonstrating to the Prince
of Wales and Prince GeOl"ge.

Returning to Germany, he again won the Rhon
competitions and with them the Hindenbnrg Cup
presented by the President of the Reich. Again
he broke the world distance record, this time flying
162 km. to Marktredwitz.

In 1931 he again competed with success in the
Rhon, but from now on his interests became more
and mOIe international. On 20tp June he won
the motorIess "race" across the English Channel,
crossing from the Continent in dirty weather and
returning by night. Gliding people tend to belittle
this performance: admittedly it was not a soaring
flight; but it was a fine piece of airmanship all the in a research conference at Berlin during which
same. He continued in tow to Brussels where he various forms of mechanical launching were tried
demonstrated his art to the Belgian King and Queen out. Here he made what were probably ti,a fir:>t
before returning, still in tow. to England again. complete circuits on tow behind a car, flying with
Here he made several fine soaring flights over London opposite bank while the car drove round in circles.
from his base at Hanworth Air Park. and these At the 1932 Rhon the. great i. Austria", the
helped to spread into wider British circles the interest "Elephant..... broke up inside a cloud. Kronfeld
in gliding which had hitherto been confined to a just managed to escape by. parachute. which he had
stalwart few like Gordon England, Lord Sempill, been the' first to adopt for use in gliders in 1029.
Ashwell Cooke, Buxton, Needham or Lowe-Wylde. Short as was the giant's life, it had not been iri vain;
That autumn he took part in the competitions at from disaster the wise may often learn more than
Vauville (France). and at Balsdean, in addition to from smiling fortune.

·3
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VISIT TO 29' PALMS
By WILLIAM LIDDELL

ARRIVING at Los Angeles in August, 1947,
I had no thoughts of gliding; however. my

nephew Jimmy Carr was most anxious to have me
fly. He drove Jackie Leathem and me the 140
miles through the most amazing hills to the landing
field between 29 Palms and Joshtla Tree. It was a
pity we arrived late because we carried a barograph
for Miss Mikey Browning who had just flown her
grandmother in a " PraU-Read " 2-seater to 14,000
feet. This eighteen-year old girl and (we hesitate
to call her) .. Granny" had motored in from Florida !

Next morning was very bot and at noon Ray
Parker took me with him 0n a trial flight and accepted
my thermal" technique." By noon the wind was

The Windmill Pump at the Junction of the Rtmways,
29 Palms.

increasing steadily. Mikey took off on condition
that we made a rendezvous and make our Silver

_.~ C" distance together.
Ray piloting the plane and Mikey in the" Pratt

Read" went off into a very strong breeze and soon
Ray returned telling me to get off as soon as possible
and and on the dry lake two miles away as the wind
was getting too strong and across the runway.
Away we went, the tow plane literally dancing
from wheel to wheel and I confess to nervousness
not having been aero.towed for several years. Two
miles away was a 600 feet ridge and just crossing it
the Nylon tow-rope parted. It was a case of landing
on the dry lake or using the ridge. The next fifteen
minutes were hectic. The strong wind and thennals
<Jff the ridge stood the machine on its nose un-

~QQD1Jertably close to the rocks and it took two
~~ hands and sometimes ootb sticks to pull her up.

Thankful· eventually to get clear, a thermal with a
10e Louis wallop tool{ me to 6,000 feet but over the
hills and the desert about which Ray had said:
" if you come down within 60 miles in that desert
we tust <i:an't go lor you." Each time at '6.000 feet
I scalded back for home but too low t€> set off on
the course at 45° to the wind. There is. a line of dry
lakes I"Unning for miles and the Silver It C " It milk

run" but Ray forba:de us to go off below 8,000 feet
and at 6,000 feet the tops appeared to blow off
the thermals. The thetlJ\os flask and sandwiches
were' some comfort, but once out over the ridge
and the desert it seemed a long way from home.

Mikey's arms were too tired after an hour so she
landed and I followed. How that young girl con·
trolled the big 2-seater in such turbulent conditions
is a miracle. In the strong wind we tethered the
machines on the dry lake and .Ray flew us home in
the plane.

Next day conditions were identical and thermals
more difficult to find. Mikey frightened liS by landing
011 the dry lake. Nobody saw her coming down
and we were afraid she had blown away into the
desert. Once more at 6,000 feet I found the tops leave
the thermals and when Ray and ]ackie Leathem
came up to take movies I was having a most un·
comfortable time. On three occasions the bottom
fell out of everything and the rudder jammed hard
over until we appeared to reach more solid air and
the rudder came unstuck again. Ray added to the
fun by treating me to a burst of slip-stream as he
flew past taking pictures.

Down near the drome the windmill pump was
jumping from one direction to another and three
times I had to circle up again to com.e in on the
correct runway as the wind changed 4fjO at the
last minute.

i\1ikey Browni~lg, Ray Parker and the" PTalt-Read."

Conditions as we had them were unusual and
great heights can be obtained usually directly
above the dmme. Anyone who wants Golden It C "
height and a long cross country should visit 29 Palms.
From 4.000 feet steps of dry lakes can be seen at
intervals to the horizon.

Possibly I may have another chance in 1948.
Bill Putnam is resident host at 29 Palms ; Ray
Parker (No. 3 in the 1947 American National Con·
tests) the chief instruct<Jr. Add to these the com
panionship of ]immy and ]ackie, two Irish boys
01 some glider experience, and, not least, Mikey
and her grandmother, who are now safely back at
Sanf<nd Municipal Airport, Florida. and you have all
the ingredients of a perfect soaring week·end.

4·
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AUSTRALIAN GLIDING
Christmas Camp

Winches at BC'ltalla. Note shades n.ecessary in 11.01
AlIstralian Su.n.

GOAL FLIGHT: BENALLA-ALBURY, 63 MILES
By E. J. Desmond.

Friday, 2nd January, 1948, was the first really
promisIl1g day we had struck for beginners' to set
off cross-country. The" Met" flight forecast strong
instability, with cloud base about 6,000 feet, and as
the morning progressed, fair weather cumulus
forming about this height quickly dotted the sky.
The winds were southerly, and before I was launched,
I decided to try and make Albury Aerodrome
(N.S.W.). this for two reasons, namely the assurance
of assistance on landing, and ease of retrieving
by aero tow.

was that of a Met. FJiglit through a dust squall,
made by E. Desmond, with J. Darbyshire on 30th
December, 1947. Jim.carried the barograph on his
knee in the hont cockpit, besides the meteorograph
which was slung in its usual place.

It is believed that this is the first flight of Its kind
performed in Australia, and some interesting results
may be forthcoming.

Taking off at 12.57 hours I was aero-towed to
3,500 feet by Norman Hyde and released upwind
of the fi;dd at 13.06 hours. I released in 10 ft./sec.
lift, and circling with about 10 degrees of bank rose
quickly to 5,500 feet above the field, being then
about 200 feet below cloud base. I drifted north
wards under this cloud exploring for more .lift,
but although up and down a few hundIed feet,
I could not get above 5,500 feet. Over Mokoan
Swamp at this height I decided to try and make the
next cumullls which was building a few miles north
of me. At 13.30 hours I set sail towards it as 45
miles per hour and between the two clouds ex
perienced 20 feet per second sink. By the time

. I reached the edge of the cloud l' was down to 3,000
feet. I pushed on underneath it looking for lift and

obtained, finding nothing.

6

METREOROLOGICAL RESEARCH AT BENALLA
The club during the Christmas period co-operated

with the Aeronautical Committee on Flight and
Ground Loads, in some research on gusts and thermal
upcurrents. That this research work was to be
undertaken was not announced in these pages
before the camp began because the arrangements
were not completed until after the December edition
of " Earbash" hai::l gone to press.

The final decisions were hurriedly put into action
during the week before the camp began. Instruments,
including a barograph designed and built by. the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research for
this purpose, were procm-ed. Club owned parachutes
were checked by the R.A.A.F., and a co Tiger Moth"
hired from" Hil'e and Fly Yourself Air Taxi Services
Pty. Ltd.," for the duration of the camp.

At Benalla the research operations were uader
the direction of Mr. U. Radock of the University
of Melbourne, and Ted Desmond, who is a Trainee
Weather Officer at the Melbourne 'Weather Bureau,
renewed his Commercial License in order to do
Meteorological ascents in the" Tiger Moth."

A co Met" Flight was made every morning in the
co Tiger Moth" to approx. 15,000 feet with a meteoro
graph slung between the port interplane struts.
This instrument recorded temperature, pressure and
humidity simultaneously on one chart. Frolll, the
records, an upper air diagmm (pseudo-adiabatic
chart) was plotted after each flight and SOme idea
of the conditions likely to exist during the day
obtained. The meteorograph was also carried on the
starboard strut of the Blue co Grunau " on a specially
built fitting, and the barograph, in the barograph
box of the Grey co Grunau."

With the recordings from these instruments it is
hoped that official recognition may be obtained for
various co Silver C." legs obtained by sOme 'pilots,
besides providing some useful information to the
research workers.

One of the mo~t interesting records

THE camp has surpassed all others in every way.
Benalla proved to be an excellent soaring·

site, the aerodrome being comfo,rtably large, with
a good surface. Thermals under 10 ft./sec. were
considered paltry and hardly worth using.

Living quarters obtained from ·the Dept. of
Civil Aviation were adequate enough and com
fortable. The hangar space supplied by the R.A.A.F.
eliminated the worry of weather damaging the
machines, and the u'e of showers was a boon to
tired and dusty members.

Much of the credit for the success of the trip
is due to the hard worke executives who ran the
show. Rob Dowling as " O/C Troops" deserves a
particular mention for the patient (but firm) manner
in which he carried out his difficult task. Frank
Dowling, equally important in the eyes of most
members, did an excellent job as chief cook and
provisions officer.
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At this stage 1 began looking for places to land

should 1 fail to find any lift, all the time pressing
on northwards: My persistence was rewarded by a
patch of no·sink under the cloud and having explored
this I flew northwards again, to rnn into a terrific
thermal, which jammed the green ball at the top of
the tube, and by 13.48 hours I was up to 6,000 f~et.

Still circling under the cloud, on the northern edge,
I reached cloud base at 14.00 hours over the hills
due west of Wangaratta, at 6,400 feet. This stretch
of" tiger country" had to be crossed, the range lying
from N.W. to S.E., so 1 decided to drift across under
this cloud and then make an attempt to fly east
wards to get back on the track to Albury. As I
cleared the hills I saw another Cu. developing
between my position and Wangaratta, and visibly
pushing up its round head. I flew to the eastern
extremity of my cloud, struggling to gain as much
height as possible, and then set out for this Cu.
Once again I experienced the 20 ft./sec. sink, but this
time I did not have to fly so far. before. the cloud
was above me and flying cross wind I went under
it on the downwind (northern) side. 1 ran from
20 ft./sec. sink into 20 plus ft./sec. climb, and circled
lazily up to cloud base, which I reached at 14.15
hours. I was now about 10 miles north west of
Wangaratta.

Here I had an opportunity to enter cloud as I
rose into the base at 20 ft./sec. But as I settled down
on the instruments, I discovered that the turn·
bank had packed up and dived smartly out of it
again. Unable to 'make the turn·needle work, I
switched the instrument off, and scooted away
towards the north east, at 60 miles per hour main
taining height at cloud base.

Leaving this cloud I experienced a series of ups
and downs, as I flew towards Springhurst, and showed
a gradual loss of height. The clouds here were less
frequent, and the thermals much mOl'e patchy.
There seemed to be ·no half measures. Either 1
was rising at 20 feet per second turning with about
70 degrees of bank or sinking at 20 feet per second.
The transition from. up to down was almost instan
taneous, and made things very rough. When circling
in the lift I had to fly at 40-45 miles per hour to
maintain control in the rough air.

I arrived at Springhurst with 5,100 feet, at 14.31
hours, but the steady loss ef height continued and I
sank fairly quickly as I tried to progress north·
wards. I decided that I might have to land, and
determined to reach Chiltern, so set out for this town,
Just north of Springhurst I found more patchy
lift, and lived a lift·time ill some of the roughest
air I have experienced in the" Grunau," trying to
maintain height, as 1 drifted towards Chiltern.
I chose _the race-course as the best spot to land,

.--an<T flew on over the town to have a look at it.
~ I arrived there at 15.00 hours, at 2,700 feet.

I 'found no-sink over the town, which became
6 inches lift then, one, two, three, feet per second.
Soon the green ball was at the ten mark, and I rose
in a smooth thermal to 4,200 feet. I decided to
attempt to cross the next strip of timbered country.
and headed for Barnawartha.

I arrived at Barnawartha at 15.10 hours, at
3,400 feet, and seeking lift, flew northwards from

6

the town. About a mile north of the town 1 ran into
another thermal, which started at 10 feet per second,
and in which, on doing one or two figures of eight,
I discovered 20 feet per second lift. I rose in this
lift to 6,200 feet by 15.20 hours, and was then at a
point 4 miles north of Barnawartha. A cloud formed
above me from this thermal, but I did not reach
its base.

At 15.25 hours 1 was over the Mm'ray River, and
decided to try and run the 16 miles cross wind to
Albury. 1 set. out at 50 miles per hour, and found
lift all the way along the river. I found this a most
exhilarating sensation, throwing a lazy circle or two
in patches of 20 feet per second lift and then con·
tinuing on my way. Arriving over Albury at 15.35
hours, with 3,100 feet, 1 headed out over the air·
field and set about getting down. At first to show an

The "!llerlitl" two sealer.

appreciable sink, 1 had to fly to 55-60 miles per hour
and raced round and round the circuit, as I lost
height. J landed at 15.42 hours and was met by
members of the Aero Club there. 1 had covered
63 miles in 2 hours 45 minutes. The Aero Club
chaps gave me every possible assistance, hangaring
the machine for me, phoning Bena\]a, and providing
a welcome cup of tea and some cake. In due course
Norm arrived with the" Tiger," and aero·towed me
back to Benalla, where we arrived just before dark.

Robert .Kronfeld-co-ntinued.

The days of record·breaking were now over; bllt
Kmnfeld's enthusiasm for sailflying remained, and
with it his activity in many fields. His classical
book .. On Gliding a)ld Soaring" was published in
the autumn of 1932. He made numerous research
and demonstration flights in France, Italy (where
in May, 1933, he soared over Vesuvius in eruption),
England, Belgium and other countries in Europe
and America. He often made long journeys in
towed flight, and by August, 1933, had already logged
10;000 km. of this form of travel.

After twenty fruitful years of devotion to the
cause of human flight this great and good man has
been granted an ainnan's sudden splendid death.
His name, like his deeds, will never be forgotten.

Robert Kronfeld lives cm in every soaring flight.
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BRAMCOTE-DUNSTABLE,
GOAL FLIGHT, 56 MILES.

THIS was a very odd flight indeed. The weather
was grey and the air apparently stable. A

light wind from 'West of North drifted across Bram
cote airfield from the smoky regions of Birmingham,
Lichfield and beyond. Occasional drops of rain
showed, however, that instability existed in the upper
air, and this had been forecast. In fact it sounded
as if, if one was lucky and hit a means of getting
above say 3,000 feet, something might be done.

Various .other competitors on this, the first day
of the. 1947 National Gliding Competition, had been.
aero-towed up, but had all come down again, One
or two a few miles away.

When I took off at 16.30 hours there was no special
reason to hope for anything better, though occasional
irregularities in the cloud overhead, and patches of
watery sun, were to be seen. .

I asked my tug pilot to tow me straight upwind to
2,000 feet and on the way up we passed through
only very mild patches of lift. At 1,800 feet over
Nuneaton, I thought we struck a rather better patch,
and released. I soon found I had been optimistic
and turned downwind to fly back to the airfield.
Not a wrinkle in the sky all the way back, and I
crossed the upwind boundary at 600 feet, and circled
to land.

'At the last moment I calne on a slightly brighter
patch, where the' sun was struggling weakly through
the overcast and shining on the mown hay over the

. starting point, and the tea~tent in the spectators'
enclosure. And then I saw a couple of hundred'
feet above me a "vVeihe," just winch-launched, and
circling I

Simultaneously my variometer shook itself, the
red ball dropped for the first time and the green ball
opened one eye; gave a sort of elfin hiccup, and
flopped back into its seat again. At 400 feet I
started to stooge about in an erratic circle after the
green ball. She's up-she's dOwn-up again-no
she isn't-yes she is.

After a few circles the altimeter showed a slight
gain, and the" Weihe" above me a bigger one.

We struggled round and round, and the tent
enclosure drifted away gradually upwind 600 fee,t
700 feet-900 feet-and it looked as if we IIad a hope.

At 1,000 feet I saw, above the other" Weihe "
and further downwind, an .. Olympia," perhaps
1,500 feet up, and still circling. If only I didn't
fall out of the bottom of the thermal !

At 1,700 feet I was nearly up to the other two
machines, when the .. Olympia" went off South,
and the other" Weihe" E.S.E.

Away in this latter direction were distinct signs
of a rain-cloud of fair dimensions, so a little later
I followed, and Bramcote soon disappeared. I!own
at 1,200 feet I caught up with the other" Weihe,"
circling under an outpost of the larger rain-cloud,
and I followed suit. Shortly after the other machine
went off Eastwards towards the large cloud, but I
felt suspicious, and hung on to what I had got for
some time longer. At 2,200 feet I saw a quite hope
fully gloomy-looking chunk of nll!rk to the South
East, and although I didn't know where I was, my
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goal was Dunstable, so tllis was the right direction,
and I set off for it.

Rugby wireless masts soon hove up through the
greyness, and the greyish blackness above it was
emitting bits of drizzle. When I reached it I found
gentle lift, and circled up into it.

Inside lift was neither strong nor constant, but
with the splendid stability of the" Weihe " a~d' my
specially damped turn-and-bank indicator, I found
I could chase round in ellipses or figure-eights almost
as well as in clear air, and so clinlbed to about 6,000
feet. ,Further efforts seem to produce as ma.ny
downs as ups, so I straightened into my course of
150 degrees and set sail for Dunstable.

Bits of ups and downs were met, but for about
20 minutes nothing was to be seen, then I came out
of actual cloud at around 4,500 feet and dimly
could see the ground through the grey haze, not
however well enough to locate myself.

I was again in a patch of watery sunlight, and now
away to the East saw something that looked quite
active, and greyish and messy 'mass of cumulus
rising from the mist below. This was off my. course,
but I didn't actually know that I waS on the darned
thing anyway, so set off for it. Atone point I could
detect a kind of cauliflower, at which I steered.

Ten minutes later I flew into the side of the cloud,
on a compass course for the. cauliflower, and shortly
afterwards rattled through the usual down currents
into quite good lift-for the day. Broken lift of
10/12 feet/sec. took me up to 8,000 feet, and then it
got pretty rough. I couldn't manoeuvre back into
snlOother lift, so again set course. As I had flown
East of my track, I added 10 degrees for luck, and hung
on to 160 degrees. Such is sailplane navigation!

After a while I came out again, to a very drear
scene. Below was grey haze, and a very faint shadow
of the earth. Behind and to one side was a mess of
cloud, and above a sheet of stratus. No sign of sun
or life anywhere, and the air as dead as ditchwater.

. It wasn't the SOl-t of day a chap expects to find
himself around in a glider at all. .

I sailed on again, sticking to 160 degrees for want
of anything better, and soon saw ahead a large
grey column of cloud appearing out of, the haze
below, its top disappearing into the stratus overhead.

I tooled inside and after a few minutes struck
good lift. By fiddling aroul1d I I-eached 20 feet/sec.,
and the alt.imeter started to wind itself up in a
forthright manner. At 9,000 feet a bit of ice started
to forin, and in a fit of optimism I put on my oxygen
nlask (1947 improvement) and turned on the gas. .

But at 9,900 feet I again entered rough 2.i1' and
although persevered in fairly brisk ups and downs,
made no more height, so set off again.

Even on the "Weihe," Bolding a course on a
magnetic compass and a turn needle is not a very
exact proceeding, so when a while later I again
came out above the haze and below the stratus, I
hardly knew which sheet of my map I had better
turn to.

I sailed on however, and when down to 6,000 feet
came to the edge of a sheet of stratus below' me.

. (Continued 011 page 9)
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SOARING IN FRANCE
By

GUY BORGE

The new High Performance Sailplanes "All' 100" and "S.A. 140"

THE project of the performance sailplane .. Air
100" was studied before the war by Messrs.

Lescure and Clamamus, members of the Soarin.g
Club" Groupe l'Air."

This study was undertaken again in 1945 at the
Chatillon Air Arsenal. The \Vichita Falls Competi
tions were in view, and the Arsenal joiners 'worked
night and day to complete 2 prototypes in time.
Aftel" 3 hours' test the two sailplanes seemed right,
and without modification they were immediately
embarked to the D.S.A.

" Sailplane" has already given the results of the
'Wichita competition, during which the two " Air
100", flown by Nessler and.Valette, completed the

ing flights, the D.S. Navy asked the French Embassy
if they might bonow this machine and test it.

60 ;, Air 100", of which several are for Export,
ar·e under consti'uction at the Chatillon Arsenal
plants to-day.

Here are given the characteristics of the "Air
100" ;

\II,Tjng span: 59.2 feet.
Wing area:' 193.6 square feet.
Aspect Ratio: 18.
Length: 26.3 feet.
Empty Weight: 533 pounds.
Full Weight: 742 pounds.
Load Factor: 12.

.. Air 100"

best average speed: 36 miles/hour along 2,790 miles.
One " Air 100" was left in America and loaned to
a young pilot, Dom Pollard. Among .38 competitors,
he won in it first place in the Elmim Contests with
477 points, gaining the best altitude: 6,707 feet;
the best duration: 7 hours 14; the best distance:
205 mi,les. The pilot getting second place behind
Pollard h<1.d only 133 points! After these outstand-
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Best gliding angle (speed 40 m.p.h.) 1 : 30.
Minimum sinking speed (speed 35 m.p.h., gliding

angle 1 : 28.7): 1.8 foot/second.
At 63 m.p.h., vertical speed 5.2 feet/second.
Maximum speed with opened brakes 137 m.p.h.
Stalling speed 29 m.p.h.

All the stnlcture is wood built. The wing has
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a 3 degrees diedhi-al, and a 7 degrees wash out.
Other noticeable features consist of:

Root a-irfoil: Gottingen 549.
Tip section: Gottingen 576.
Slot-ailerons built in two parts.
Metal air-brakes with a comb shape.
Controls adjustable in flight.
Wing box monospar at 35% of the ChOl-d.
Ribs spaced at 1 foot.
Each wing rigged by 4 identical duralurnin fittings:

2 under the monospar and 2 at the leading edge.
Undercarriage: either a skid with some droppable

wheels, or a built-in wheel with brakes.
The "Air 100" received the latest instruments

made by the " Aera" firm, founded by M. Badin
in 1911. Especially the new" Aera" ultra-sensitive
variometer-inclinometer, where a tap, acted by a
button, puts into immediate communication the
bottle and the atmos~here. It swings back to 0,
and its use ,is interesting :-

(I) When the up or down ratio is ve!'y great
and gives risles of damaging the instrument.

(2) After an abrupt climb or descent (after the
winch cast off, for instance), so that one
need' not wait long for the needle to come
back to its normal position.

The instrument dial has a diameter of 3 inches,
and is fixed to the variometer bottle and the inclin
ometer vessel.

The new "Aera" air-speed indicator was not
ready in time for the" Air 100" at Wichita. This
instrument has 2 ranges of graduation: the former
between 0 and 150 kmfhour, the latter from 150 to
250 km/hour. It is so sensitive that it may play
the role of a variometer by its absence of lag.*

The" Air 100 ,; has been created by a very well
·known sailplane designer: M. Raymond Jarlavd,
designer of almost all the. pre-war machines Avia

ir-
I

The .. Air 100" Sailplane

(40 P; 41 P sailplanes, 50 and 60 motor sailplanes),
Delanne, Caudron (C.800 Two-seater; C.81O Trainer;
C.850 Performance ....). At the Arsenal Plants
he is developing an extremely efficient sailplane
to-day, the" S.A. 140," of which the foresaid per
formances look very attractive for long distance
flights.

·See diagram

." __ ~_~._-_.-if)

The" S.A. 140" Sailplane

Wing Span: 63.6 feet.
Wing area: 161.4 square feet.
Aspect Ratio: ~,5.

Length: 24.5 feet.
Empty Weight: 562 pounds'.
Full Weight: 892 pounds.

Maximum Gliding Ratio: 32 at 50 m.p.h.
Minimum vertical speed: 2.2 feet/second at

43 m.p.h.
At 63 m.p.h., miminum vertical speed: 4.2 feet/

second.

The" S.A. 140" has llive-brakes, auxiliary flaps,
helped by the ailerons, which when used f01' increasing
the lift. allow one to circle at low speed in the narrow
thermals.

The machine is of wooden construction, but the
wing monospar is duralumin made and can be filled
with water to increase the weight. thus improving
the indicated performances at great speed.

In a special version of the" S.A. 140," designed
for stratospheric flights, the pilot will be prone in
a pressurized cabin. With this idea M. Jarlaud
has already tested with good results the prone
position in a special " Emouchet" sailplane.

The' "Air 100," and later the" S.A. 140," are
the French hopes for the international competitions
and Soaring Records.

BRAMCOTE-DUNSTABLE-(Continu,ed fro»/. pa.ge 7)

Just under this edge I thought I could see through
the haze faintly white geometric lines, which I took
to be the concrete roads of the .outskirts of a largish
town.

This I thought could only be Luton, no other
town of this size being near my course. So I turned,
in order to avoid the sandwich of clear air ahead
between the top and bottom layers of stratus, ar,d
circled down until, at 3,000 feet. 1 came to the lower
level of the stratus, and there, sure enough, was
Luton, in the haze below.

It was like a conjuring trick. Nothing up my
sleeve-absolutely damn all.

After that of course, it was· easy. In dead still
air 1 flew to Dunstable arriving at 1,800 feet and
circled down, landing at 19.25 hours. The inmates
were as surprised to see me as I was to be there.

9 (A Iso appearing in .. Aeronautics ")
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KEEPING IN TRAINING

Beginne]'s'
Poge
'1

VERONICA PLATT

•a mental hazard. It seems all wrong and much
steeper than necessary. But go on steadily till the
speed is leached, then pull the. stick firmly back
as far back as it will go-and hold it there. The
nose will rise, you will so-to-speak fall over the back
of your head, and there you are back to normal
again, having looped. If it was a perfect loop there
will have been no pull on the straps, as the centripetal
force will tend to keep' you in. But if you made it
badly-too slowly or too angular-there will be an
uncomfortable moment when you are hanging in
the safety straps, so it is most important to see that
they al'e well fastened and s6mewhat tighter than
tlsual. Check them well befor~. you take off.

Loops can be made either >lp-wind or down-wind,
though the latter are slightly more difficult to make

THE skilled sailplane pilot who can best take elegantly. And there. is no need to stop at one.
advantage of thermals is the one who is most With the same speed gained on coming out of a loop

in training. The fact that one person's name cwps another can be started. The record stands some
up again and again in spectacular flights is not where in the eighties-but remember that you lose
necessarily because he is exceptionally lucky. It height with every loop and keep a safe margin,'
is more probable that he l'leVer loses a chance to fly, enough to land back in the field.
so that when the right moment arrives he is in perfect Another pleasant manoeuvre is the stall turn.
trim to get the best out of it. This is a device for changing direction without loss

It may seem <lI waste of time and money to have of height, and looks very effective from the ground.
launch after launch and never catch a thing, but really The sailplane is first dived to gain speed, then pulled.
it is all good training. Perfect turns help enormously up till nearly vertical. At this moment full right
when it comes to tight circling in a thermal, while rudder and ri'ght stick are applied and she pivots in
the ability to bring off a perfect spot landing may a nearly vertical plane round her tail till she is again
make all the difference between being aerotowed nose down but facing in the opposite direction.
home after a long-distan,ce flight and coming ignom- Here the stick and rudder should already be straight
iniously in a trailer with a pile of wreckage. So ened and the stick held back till the dive is corrected.
please don't give up going to your gliding club just The aim is to make the 180 0 hun as exact as possible,
because it is winter time or looks an unpromising and it is a gl-eat help if one can prat;:tise over a straight
day. Keep on practising .and practising again. It l'Oa'd, hedge, or railway line.
is impossible to be too good-tholIgh it is possible to Spinning is another exercise that should be
get stale or .. browned-off." practised' whenever convenient-but always, of

That is the moment to vary the straight flying course, with plenty of height. Some machines will
with some aerobatics, especially if you aTe having spin more easily than others, and the lighter the
aerotows. Make sure first that your parachute is pilot the simplel it is for him to enter, even without
in OI:der and your machine strong enough, then take applying rudder. Stick hard back and to one side.,
her up and thf'OW her about a bit. Begin with.a flying as slowly as possible, and ovel- she goes.
straight stall-stick back gently but firmly, and Straighten the stick and apply slig,ht opposite rudder,
hold it back while the sailplane lifts her nose in and out she comes. Easy. A heavier pilot will
silence, drops with a sudden rush, and swings her need to use hi·s rudder to enter as well as to straighten
nose up again till she is in level flight once more. up again. A very heavy pilot may not be able to
Make the stalls steeper and steeper till you are enter a Spill at all, but will go instead into a fast
almost vertical on th~ upswing; the drop will then spiral dive at ever-inneasing speed, and must pulI
be so acute that the machine switches back a little out before the strain gets too much for the machine.
and for a brief moment the ground appears to be From an aerotow of between 2,506 and 3,000 feet
overhead. But keep the stick steadily back and it is possible to folIolY quite an interesting acrobatic
she will come up to normal again at once. theme that covers almost all the basic training you
- wnen"you are sure that you have full control in might need. Start with three turns spinning to the
a stall and can come out straight and facing the right and another three spinning to the left. Then
same point you were facing when yOlt entered (directly a loop and stall turn upwind, followed by a loop
upwind, by the way; keep your eye on a smoking and stall turn downwind; three steep turns to the
chimney), try a loop. right, three steep turns to the left; side-slip right,

To get enough speed for this you will have to dive. sideslip 'left; and come in to a spot landing. A
The exact speed depends on the machine and the little of this during winter, and summer's thermals
weight of the pilot. A Grunau Baby needs about will find you ready to make the best flights of your
lOO-HO kilometr:es (1 make tllat about 60-70 m.p.h., life, because you will by now have absolute confidence
but check it I). At first you will find diving quite in both yourself and your machine. •
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OERLIIN GHAUSEN ." GEN."
allowed to' enter a cloud until he has done .dual
on instruments to the instructors' satisfaction.

CIRCUIT AND APPROACH.

SEVERAL times recently it has been noticed that
there is a gradual falling-off in the standard of

circuit pr0cedure at this Club. Once again, for the
umpteenth time, we had a case of carelessness on the
approach last Saturday which was followed by a
safe landing only by a lot of luck. To refresh the
memories of those who should know better, and
also to inform those people who visit liS from time
to time from other Clubs in Germany, we reiterate.
our requests and reasons for carrying out a proper
circuit here.

It may be thought that because a glider IS a
glider, it can be landed anyhow from any d,irection.
The elementary rules of flying, which are observed all
over the world, have been formed over the years
by the observation of the results of mistakes in
flying by many pilots. A glider is an aircraft, alld is
subject to all the disadvantages of Cl. powered air
craft, in addition to the fact that it cannot " go
round again" if It gets into difficulties near th.e
ground. vVe ask pilots here to make a proper circuit
and approach for two reasons; firstly becaus€ a
good circuit and approach will almost always result
in a good landing, and secondly because we wish
to conserve our aircraft as much as possiole (and
also prevent people from hurting themselves).

At any airfield at which powered aircraft can
land it wit! always be found that a circuit procedure
is laid down and followed by everyone using the
airfield, whether flying a " Tiger Moth" or a " Con
stellation." If these circuit rules are disobeyed, a
crash is almost certain to follow, with consequent
loss of life.

Briefly, the circuit procedure here is as follows.
At least three legs of the circuit should be made,
namely downwind, cross wind, and final approach
and landing. This should be carried out on every
flight, without exception, as" it is always good pra.ctice
and will be extremely useful when a cross-country
is attempted. During the thermal seas"l1 last year,
it was noticed that many pilots got themselves
into" awkward positions while tllennal.hunting,
and had to make dicey approaches in order to get
into the airfield without overshooting too much.
This is something on which we stamp very heavily
In stich a case one should have a definite plan, and
if no thermal has been found by the time one has
descended to, say, 150 metres, the attempt should
be given up at this height and a proper cin;lIit ",.l\d
approach made. After all, there will be more thermals,
and you will get anQther trip, so Why risk the aircraft
(and your neck !) unnecessarily? . Remember, flying
is always a potentially dangerous business.

TRAINING FROM PRIMARY TO OLYMPIA.

OUR rather thorough training programme is
designed t@ teach. people to fly welt, not just

to float round the sky in any old thing, being a
menace to thenrlselves and everyone else.

Let us, then, consider the training of a new member
to this Club, who has never flown before in his life,
and to whom the air is a strange and somewhat
frightening element.

After his initial flight in the" Kranich," which
is primarily given as an Air Experience, since the
pupil will be too engrossed in looking about him to
be receptive to instruction, he is sent to the Primary
school. Here he is given a short talk on the theory
of flight and shown the effect of control's. 'When
the instructor is satisfied that he has grasped the
basic principles, he is sent off on his first ground
slide.· \\Then he is able to keep his wings level, the
other two controls are brought into use until he is
able to climb to 150 feet and glide straight ahead.

Up to now he had only been using his controls
to correct the attitude of his aircralt; that is, if
Olle wing drops or the glider swings off course. Now
he is taug~lt to make a positive movement of the
controls in order to effect a turn, and proceeds
to circuits in the nacelled " Prin"lary," or " Boat,'"
as we call h.

It is useless to convert him to the inteflnediary
sailplane lin our case the "Gnmau Baby") until
he is quite competent at circuits and turns, since
the next stage, which might be called a Baby Con·
version Course, is not designed to teach him to fly,
but to familiarise him with the handling differences
and better performance of the new type.

So back he goes to do a couple of hops in the
" Baby," using spoilers on the second one. Then
he proceeds to do circuits and turns until his in
structor is satisfied that he can handle the new type.
Then he is given his first Centre of Gravity launch
and can stali: looking for lift and attempt to get his
H C."

After his" C" the pilot continues perfecting his
turns and spot landings until judged fit to attempt
Silver" C " conditions. This question of spot la.ndings
is· very important, and on no account will anyone be
allowed to attempt a cross-country if he is con·
sistently 'erratic in his landings.

He lnay have eight hours or eighty homs on the
"Baby," but only when he is consistently sound
,in all aspects of his flying, including sideslipping,
will he be considered for conversion. Normally he
will have fourteen or fifteen hours in the" Baby"
before conversion; this includes several trips with
a covered cockpit, to familiarise him with that
" shut·in" feeling, and the completely different
feel and sound of the Covered" Baby."

Once on the" Meise" the pilot will have to do
at least six safe landings before being allowed to
take it away on a cross-country, and generally ON THE WIND AND WEATHER
speaking, not before he had several hours soaring to " NOW is the winter of our discontent." The chap
his credit and preferably some dual on iJistrument who wrote that must have been a glider pilot
flying in the" Kranich." On no account will he be at some time, for it sums up our present feelings
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admirably. Several times recently members have
alTived to glide in sunny weather and found that,
for some obscure reason, there was to be no gliding.
The weather affects us in several ways, which we
should like to set down here to clear up any mis
understandings.

Firstly, strong winds and/or. very gusty conditions.
When a person is learning to fly, it is not much
use sending him off on a ground slide or a low hop
in gusty conditions, because he will not be able
to cope with them, and secondly because he may get
hurt if a gust comes along and tips over the glider.
Nothing can be learnt under these conditions, so
the" Primaries" do not fly. The more advanced
people can fly, so long as the gusts are not too stnl1lg,
for damage can be caused on the launch, or on landing,
in these conditions.

Low cloud and rain are almost self-explanatory,
but a word should be said about them. Obviously,
low cloud will prevent flying, except for ground
slides, as not enough height will be gained for a·
good cir<;uit.· Rain is rather more important. as it
Can get into the wood construction of the aircraft
and in time rot the wood,. thereby making the air·
craft unfit to fly, even though the glued joints are
as stwng as ever they were. vVith the present type
of glue in use, it is more likely that the wood will
break than the glued joint; the glue is very strong
stuff. And in any case. flying in the rain is SO
unpleasant!

Recently, we have been unable to fly because
of the field being too wet. I t may be thought by some
peopLe that this is a rather poor excuse. The reason
is that when our sanely fieln gets thoroughly soaked,
through heavy continuons I-ain or by Inelting. snow
and ice, it becomes very sticky and soft. In this
case the cable 'sinks into the ground when pulled by
the Jeep, and the friction along its length is so great
that the Jeep can only just pull it over the last
200 yards or so. The winch has to overcome this
friction and also move six or seven hundred pounds
of aircraft and pilot. and it is not powerful enough
to do this without slipping the clutch or breaking
the cable. At the best, the take·Qff becomes a long
ground slide halfway lip the field until the friction
becomes diminished enough to permit the winch to
speed up. The strain on the cable is colossal. and it
is pulled out of its normal shape to such an extent
that its life is shortened by as Inuch as a half or a
third or its normal span.

A case of this occurred last week, with a new
cable. On the average. we get at least 300 launches
from a cable before it becOInes too bad to use. This
one was used on wet, muddy gronnd, and was com
pletely VIS. after 100 launches, A silnilar cable,
put O1~e of the other winches and not used on

'.:t-ground, has given over 2150 launches without
any breaks as yet, and should be good for at least
another hundred launches.

It is hoped that the foregoing wil! have explained
the reasons for not flying, even though it seemed
to be such a good day for it. \Ve ate lucky in some
respects, for given two or three dry, warm days,
the field dries lip remarkably fast. whereas a grass
field would still be a muddy mess after a similar
length of time.
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HOW GLIDING HAS
PROGRESSED

(First publz'shed in SAILPLANE, Nov./Dec. 193~).

THE British gliding movement is exactly ten
years old. But few of those who are in it

know how it was born, so we have asked Mr. D. C.
CuI vel', who took the leading part in that operation,
to celebrate this important birthday by describing
the event. Mr. Culver served in the R.N.A.S. and
R.A.F. in the last war, and in August. 1918, was shot
down near Dixmunde and made a prisoner of war.
He obtaineCoi. his " C" certificate with the London
Gliding Club in July, 19;31.

Soaring history was made in 1929. It was the
year in which sailplanes 'finally threw off the chains
which had bound them to hilly country. So it would
be timely to give a ~ist of the principal sailflying
achievements of that year, which were responsible
for the re·awakening of interest in Britain. Here
they are :-

APRIL ;~rd.-)ohannes Nehring attempted to win
prize of RM 5.000 (£250) offered by Grune Post
newspaper for the first soaring flight of- 100 kilo·
metres. Soared along Bergstmsse (a range of
mountains south of Darmstadt). but landed after
70 km. near Ubstadt while try,ing to crO'ss a 12-mile
gap.

APRIL 14th.-Robert Kronfeld, at Wasserkuppe.
climbed to 4,183 ft. under a cumulus: unofficial
world's altitude record (beyond range of bal'Ograph).

APRIL 25th.-Nehrlng tried again along same route.
and got let down in the same gap: distance 72 km.
(45 miles-world's record); height under cumulus
3,966 ft. (offic,ial world's record).

MAY 4th and 5th.-First soaring contest in D.S.A.
at Long Beach, CalifGrnia; 8 machines.

MAY 9th.-Kronfeld tried for Grune Post prize
along Teutoburger Wald, a line of low hills in N.W.
Germany; 'let down in a gap after 35 Inn.

MAY 15th.-Kronfeld tried again and succeeded by
using .cloud lift to cross gaps; went 64 miles-just
over lOO km.-and won the Grune Post prize.

'JULY 18th.-Start of 10th annual Rhon contests on
Wasserkuppe; 36 sailplanes entered.

JULY 20th.-Kronfeld made world's first deliberate
thunder·storm flight; Wasserkuppe to near J ena : 89
miles (world's distance record), 7,084 ft. (world's
height J·ecord).

JULY 22nd.-\Volf Hirth made out-and·return goal
flight, 6} miles each way, Wasserkuppe to Schweins·
berg.

JULY 3oth.-Kronfeld, flying blind in cumulus.
reached 8,494 ft. (world's tecord) and soar·ed from
Wasserkuppe to near Bayreuth. 93 miles (world's
record). Groenhoff, with passenger, went 22 mileS
and reached 4.183 ft. inside cloud; both world's
records for two-seaters.

SEPTEMBER.-Russian contest in Crimea: 20
machines.

(Continued on page 13)
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
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Compared with diaphragm and fixed leak types of

Variometers the" COSIM " has a very small time lag. The

instrument will register after a vertical movement of less

than 6 ft. even at the slowest rates of rise or descent. (less than

6 inches per second). This extreme sensitivity at low vertical

speeds is invaluable when contacting weak lift-and is

achieved by carefully controlling the fit of each piston to its

relative tube to a fine degree of accuracy.

Reference to the theoretical diagram shows that for

a given vertical speed, the piston takes up a position in the

tube which is co~mensurate with the flow of air from the

capacity, the leak being the annular space between the piston

and tube. This metho<l was Llsed in the ol'der types of Cobb-

The new Cobb - Slater Variometer (Trade Mark

" COSIM ") Is a scientifically designed instrument working

as a flow meter measuring flow from or Into a thermally

insulated Air Capacity and calibrated to indicate rates of

ascent or descent. The new instrument is a development

of the original Variometer Invente<;l and developed by The

Cobb-Slater Instrument Co. Ltd. in 1936. Many instru ments

of the original design are still in use and giving good service

in many parts of the World.

The self-ad.;usting variable leak, giVing instantaneous

response to the smallest changes of rate of climb or descent,

has been retained in the latest instrument, which is the

result of many years' r.esear.ch. The very simple principle

employed requires only twO moving parts (See diagram).

For simplicity. the t'ubes in the diagram are shown as having

taper bores but in actual practice these bores are parallel.

Improved methods of manufacture result in greater accuracy

and reduce the required volume of the Air Capacity to one

quarter of its previous size without sacrificing efficiency. This

is of great b~r:'~f]t on installation. enabling the AlrCapacity to

~direCtlybehind the instrument panel and in close

proximity to the Indicator, as will be seen in the photograph

showing a typical installation on an Olympia (Meise).
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Slater Variometers but in the new .. COSIM " instrument

the tubes have parallel bores and the variable leak is obtained

by forming a tapering slot at the rear of each bore. This

slot starts at a position on the tube just above the zero mark

and runs up the tube increasing In width and depth in

proportion to the leak required at any particular point. By

carefully controlling this slot almost any calibration can be

catered for. The result of this variable leak is a very rapid

ind ication of the actual rate of ascent or descent. the piston

taking up its proper position almost instantaneously on any

change of vertical speed. For instance. assuming a rate of

ascent of 20 ft./sec. suddenly changing to 5 ft./sec., the

piston will indicate this change in less than one second. On

the lower register where the scale is opened qut, the lag is

a little greater but for all practical purposes can be regarded

as negligible.

INSTALLATIO

Installing the" COSIM " is quite simple as shown on

page three. Full instructions are issued with each Instrument.

SERVICI G

A .. return of post" service for standard spare pans as

listed is available and damaged instruments forwarded to our

works for repair can be returned within. seven days. A list

of components is shown on page four.

CALIBRATION

The" COSIM .. is available with the following calibrations :-

In feet per second 0.5, I, 2. 3, 5. 10. 20.

or I. 3. 6. 9, 12, 15. :18.

In metres per second 0.2, 0.". 0.6, I. 2. 3. ". 6.

or ... 0.5. I, 2• 3, ", 5, 6.

The instrument will stand 300°" overfoad without damage.

PRICE

£7 13 8

u T c o. LTD.

MATLOCK · ENGLAND



-15

-22A

-30

-23A

-22A-14
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-14
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PARTS
Part
No, Oescriptlon

Part
No DescriptIon

P,n
No, Description Pin

No, Description

1_/ 3R Indicator Tube with
Red Piston,

3G Indicator Tube with
Green Piston.

5T Seating (tOp).

5B Seating (bottom).

6 Rubber Seal.
6L Rubber Connector (long),

6S Rubber Connector (short)

13W Shakeproof Washer

Im 'I.BA Nut.

1'1 Fixing Clip.

15 Fixing Nut.

22A Filter Box.

2lA Nozzle Block.

HA Indicator Assembly
complete.

27A Capacity Assembly
complete.

(ORB· SLATER INSTRUMENT COMPANY LIMITED
RUTLAND STREET MATLOCK
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INTRODUCTION TO
A SCOTTISH .STANDING WAVE

FOR nlany months now, the excellent report
of Terence Horsley on his war-time Standing

Wa¥e experiences iil the Edzell area, has simmered
quietly in the minds of gliding folks north of the
border. Many observed cloud conditions were
believed to be indicative of wave formations of the
kind he mentioned.

The constant recurrence of such cloud layouts,
and the widely separated areas in which they have
been seen, has led us to believe that such wave forma
tions are to be met in central Scotland, much oftener
than is generally realised. and a North,West wind
is the most lil{ely one to bring good results.

'Nhile training of new-comers to gliding has been
No. 1 priority at Scottish Gliding Union Balado
Airfield of late. eyes are often directed skywards
between "Daghng" and "Cadet" launches, and
-cloud formations studied for signs of roll character
istics over the Ochil Hills lying several miles north
of the 'drome.

On Sunday, 21st December, 1947, it happened.
In a North-Westerly, blowing down from the slopes
.at about 10-15 m.p.h., the stationary clouds upwind
and downwind of the 'drome were clearly seen
to be operating, in that they were definitely rolling.

First efforts to contact the supposed lift were
h-uitless, and so training continued unabated. Then
at 14.45, Davidson qualified for his" C " by casting
off from the winch at 1,000 feet, and climbiilg very
slowly straigllt ahead, where, upwind of the airfield,
in a clear sky between the· stationary clouds, he
hung poised at 1,500 feet for 12 minutes, in smooth,
widespread. and gently rising air. .

The next three launches brought no results,
although gulls and geese from Loch Leven were
seen to benefit by the something which we were
looking for.

On the last laUl1ch of the day, at 16.40, in the
gathering dusk, Thorburn met with a violent intro
duction to a fast rising patch of air at 600 feet,
and so on reaching 1,000 feet. he cast off and turned
back downwind to find it. The" Tutor" boasted
one instrument only, an ex-service Sensitive Alti·
meter which had often before been found useful
in its rapid indication of change of height. The
story it now told was interesting. The large hand
swinging smoothly round the dial, registered 3,000
feet above g.round level within thl'ee minutes of
take-off.

At this altitude. due to the increased velocity
of the wind, the" Tutor" just held station about
1 mile downwind of the airfield and behind its
tail, formed rising wisps of haze which flowed steadily
into the second stational'y cloud, which at this level'
was seen to have an elongated shape across-wind,
and a surface texture akin to lamb's wool. The
rolling movement was quite marked.

By increasing speed in a slight dive. the" Tutor ..
was flown with difficulty about half way across the
gap between this cloud and its neighbour about

. 21 to 3 miles upwind. but no height was lost. At
this point however some turbulence was met, and
on turning back to No. 2 cloud. again the altimeter
showed a rate of climb which seemed to be increasing
steadily, even ab<;we the cloud tops, te what must
have been much more than 20 feet per second.

:3,500 feet saw the level of the cloud tops, and
through the gaps in the haze forming below the
" Tutor," the street lighting of Kinross, and Milna·
thort, twinkled brightly as a reminder of the growing.
dav<ness below.

The effect of extreme cold on un-gloved hands
brought home the la.ck of preparation for such a
flight, and so with nose dcown and wires shriekin~,

the glider .wa. taJken back to the middle of tHe
cloud gap, where height was lost only with great
difficulty, in a series of side-slips.

] udging by progress. the wind sp.eed above 1,000
feet was about 30 m.p.h., and increased with altitude.
On the way down, at ,600 feet. a decided drop in
wind was noted, and this reminded'the pilot of fhe
sensation experienced when moving from a gale
of wind in the open to the quiet calm of the sheltered
air in the lee of a 'large building.

Touch-down was made on the airfield in a gentle
8·10 m.p.h., breeze. only 21 minutes after launch.

These short flights encourage us in our belief
that our sites at Balado and Bishop HiU. are nicely
placed in the lap of a Standing 'Nave system, which
if not a continuation of the one found by Horsley,
can at least lay claim to being its "wee brother."

A modicum of soaring can now be expected from
time to time. in what was generally accepted as
the" off season." A more detailed study of the
Met. conditions of the period, and charting of the
most regular areas of " up" and " down" sh0uld
bring easier and more frequent contact with the
system. whenever it graces us with its presence.

HOW GLIDING HAS PROGRESS.ED-(Colllinued jm>ll previous page)

OCTOBER' 7th.-In Allegheny Mountains, \iV. NOVEMBER 2nd.-At newly.discovered site at
Klemperer soared 1 hr. 40 mins., went 16 miles and Bezmiechova., Poland, Grzeszczyk soared 2 hrs. U
climbed 600 ft.: all three l'ecords in D.S.A. mins.: Polish record.

OCTOBER 19th (3.19 p.m.) to 20th (6.3 a.m.).- DECEMBER 4th.-" Gliding LUlilch " in London.
Oberlt. Dinort soared at Rossitten, East Prussia, DECEMBER 10th.-vv. Hawley Bowlus raised
for 14 hrs. 43t mins.: world's duration record. D.S.A. duration record to 2 hrs. 47 mins.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Association. the Air League of the British Empire.
the British Gliding Association. the Society of Model
Aeronautical Engineers and D.L.A.A. vVith the
setting up of this sub committee a step has been
taken which we have long believed necessary, and
in the best interests of all concerned; and we hope
that from now on. British private flying. in all its
forms. will he able to present a united front to the
world.

ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
AFTER several months' deliberation Lord Nathan

Minster of Civil Aviation, has 'stated that it
has been found impossible to implement the
recommendations of the Straight Committee Report.
at any rate in so far as payment of Government
subsidies is concerned. In announcing this decision.
Lord Nathan informed representatives of the Associa
tion of British Aero Clubs 'who met him recently
~hat no funds were available for this purpose and
that no financial support could be expected from the'
Government. .

So now we really 1{!1oW where we are ! . \Vithout
subsidies there is no chance of cheap flying becoming
aV~l.1lable at any of the normal type of flying clubs The Hon. Sec., .L.A.A.
and. In fact. the last remaining hope of getting into Sir.
the mr at all at a price the ordinary citizen can For som~ months past I have been considering a
afford now lies in the expansion of the communal scheme for the unity of Groups of the V.L.A.A .• the
flying idea. Even where conventional light aircraft object being t1)at whereas the Groups should work
ar~ used. really cheap flying can be obtained under independently for constructional purposes, they
thiS system but when ultra lights are used-whether should come under the administration of local are<t
home or factory built-communal .operation offers heaclquarters for all matters of policy. Such a
t~e ver):' ~heapest form of flying there is. not exclu- system woulcl work. of course. only in areas with a
dmg ghdmg. It is to be expected therefore. that number of towns within easy reach of each other.
m~ny more people wiII have to turn to ultra light Each Group wo~d construct an aircraft suited to
flymg as a result of the Minister's decision. the available facilities such as a Luton Minor for a

A considerable increase in om- membership, either small or inexperienced hand of enthusiasts, or a
Ind.ividual or Group. is naturally very much to"be Chilton monoplane for a larger Group; in this way
deSIred. But. at the same time such an increase will a Group not large enough to construct'a complete
in~V:itablr raise problems of organisation and ad- aeroplane could combine with another in a similar
II\llUstratlOn which must be solved well beforehand situation to build one between them. The Groups
if ineffiCiency and frustration are to be avoided. would operate from a centrally situated airfield, an
We f~el th~t this matter might well be a useful topic idea which. in itself. offers many advantages, and
for dISCUSSIon at ,the Annual General Meeting and so a small fleet of machines would be available to
as a basis for such discussion, we would draw Ollr suit the requirements of pilots in every stage' of
readers' attention to a letter from one of OUl- members, training.
Mr.~. F. Ogilvy,.which appears in the Correspondence Individual member's subscriptions should be made
SectIon of this Bulletin. the same for each Group and should be paid directly

The i~ea of organising D.L.A.A. on a regional or to the area headquarters so that the Group could
area basls--as implied by Mr. Ogilvy-is one which be financed according to the nature of the work
h.as already been discussed in general terms by the being undertaken. Tools. and materials would be
Executive Committee and the effective co-operation purchased by headquarters and distributed to Groups
?f a n~l:nber of Groups in the same area had its birth as required. therefore avoiding unnecessary duplica
111 a Jomt meeting of Scottish Groups. actual and tion of equipment.
potential. which took place i-ecently at Falkirk. Final assembly of each aircraft would be carried
Ne:vertheless it Is most interesting to note that Mr. out on the airfield. which in the circumstances could
Og.l~vy. has arrived at similar general conclusions be reasonably well equipped with a hangar and small
qUIte mdependently and we shall be glad to have club-house. where. - once organised, an efficient
Inembers' comments on this matter. system of training could be arranged on a variety

We believe that co-operation between different . of aircraft types. The types chosen would .vary
Groups within the Association on matters of mutual ~cording to requirements. but for an airfield serving
~nterest must be the keystone of ollr development, five Groups. it is suggested that the fleet should
Just as cO-bperation between D.L.A.A. and other comprise two elementary trainers, such as Luton
organisations catering for different forms of private Minors, two. more advanced machines, probably
~lying must be the keynote when questions of common Tipsy Juniors. and a Chilton. for the benefit of the
I - to all private fliers have to be decided. It skilled pilots. It might be argued that more initial
s with great pleasure therefore, that we are able to trainers would be required but it must be remembered

announce the setting up by the Royal Aero Club of that many members would be ex-Service. pilots who
a special sub committee to, bring about the very would derive little pleasure from hopping about in
nec~ssary co-ordination of effort on the part of the non-aerobatic machines of low performances.
vanous flying organisations. To be known as the I am very anxiolls to see this scheme in operation
Joint Co-ordinating Sub Committee of the R.Ae.C., and 1 have arranged a detailed lay-out of the organ
i~ will be composed of representatives of the Associa- isation needed in my home area but at the moment
bon of British Aero Clubs, the Aerodrome Owners I am prevented from taking any active part in its
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and thirdly, th.ere is the uniflow type of engine
of which the Junkers is the classic example-wherein
the gas flows horn end to end of the cylinder, corn
pl'ession and expanskm taking place between two
opposed pistons in a common cylinder with 'wall
ports governed by the pistons, which may be slightly
out of phase.

Each of these general principles may also employ
harmonic or cadenic induction (first used by Fetter
and later by the V 1) which has certain advantages
and disadvantages which will be menticmed later.

A simple conventional engine must pay the penalty
of some inefficiency, while the more efficient engine
may require two crankshafts, etc., so that the degree
of improvement must justify the extra complication.
It is possible, however, to obtain directly a greater
degree of efficiency from the 'flat top' two-stroke
by simply increasing the compression ratio. This
allows the cqmbustion space to be a complete sphere
(without hot-spots or pockets) which, in combination
with a high degree of turbulence, prOlnotes complete
combustion in the shortest possible time and prevents
detonation, to a remarkable degree. The necessary
high compression ratio cannot, however, be obtained
by a hemispherical cylinder-head and a flat-top
piston so the answer is to have a small sphere shaped
partly in the cylinder head and partly in the piston,
the surrounding annulus giving turbulence to the gas.

Engines made on this principle run with cool
exhausts and no visible flame at. the ports with
compression ratios of 8 : 1. Comparative results
have been obtained on the Cross and Aspin rotary
valve four-stroke en,gines with compression ratios
of 17 and 20 : 1. Thus ~t may be deduced that a
two-stroke engine may have a very high 'upper'
cylinder efficiency.

Attention may now be directed to' the transfer
and exhaust end of the cyle where the harmonic type
of induction can effect some. inlprovement. The
idea is to open the exhaust port slightly earlier than
normal and, when the mass of gas has obtained
kinetic energy in the exhaust system, to open the
induction port so that a large volume of gas or air
will be induced to flow into the cylinder without any
compression by the crankcase. Clearly, the higher
the engine speed the greater will be the induction
.effect or, in other words volumetric efficiency will
lncrease with engine speed .and the net result may be
an increase ill output of as much as 100%.

The above is, of Course, the briefest outline of the
possibilities.

Windsor, Berks.

development owing to my Service commitments.
He)\\,ever, I wiII be very pleased to hear from anyone
who has any suggestions or criticisms to put forward,
or who would like further details of the idea.

DAVlD F. OGILVV.

(The idea of several Groups using a common air
field is particulaJ"ly applicable td the London area
where sufficient support may be forthcoming for
several Groups in a district with only limited space,
available for use as an airfield. The possibilities
of such an arrangement in the South London area
are, in fact, being investigated by one of our members,
Mr. C. F. Parker of Thornton Heath, SUfl'ey, who
has been aware for some time of the difficulties of
every potential Group in this area being able to
have its own airfield.

So far as Mr. Ogilvy's suggestions for a. fleet of
aircmft to be used by five co-operative Groups are
concerned, we believe that hYO Slingsby Motor·
Tutors would be a better' choice than the Luton
Minors be suggests).

DESIGN SUPPLEMENT
Contributed by G/C. E. ·L. Mole~hairman, Design

Sub Committee.

Two-stroke Aircraft Engines.
Note. In Bulletin No. 9 we discussed the pros

and cons of two·stroke engines as 00mpared with
four strokes, for use with ultra light aircraft. We
have since received the following interesting paper
on the possibilities of two·strokes by Mr. R. G. Can,
designer of the 30 h.p. flat four cylinder two-stroke
Wren aero engine, the prototype of which has proved
successful and which is now undergoing devel<lpment.

In the design of any power unit, a desirable feature
is continuity of effort (culminating in the pure
turbine) since the mean effectiv!'l pressnre on the
parts is small and they can thus be light and efficient·
ly designed. This is advantageous from the point
of view of weight, cost and bulk.

The two-stroke engine has twice the continuity
of the four-stroke and hence it is a very attractive
proposition as an aircraft engine. In fact, recent
rapid development in turbine and two-stroke engines
constitutes a challenge which the four stroke may
not survive and as yet the cheaper two·stroke and
the better power/weight ratio of the tmbine are il0t
very ~ompetitive to each other. Suggestions for a Tandem Monoplane Wing lay-o'ut.

Existing two·stroke .engines of conventional design \'fl,'e have received an interesting paper from NIr.
give up to 45 h.p. pm- litre; yet there is still much R. C. Stafford AlIen, weB·known to us [l~ the enthus·
misconception left over from the past and for which iastic owner of a Tipsy single.seater. In his pap~r,.

there is little justification to.day. At the moment Mr. Allen draws attention to the advantages of the
there is a transition period but crystallisation has use in ultra light aircraft of the ta)ldem monoplane
taken place in the form of three types of two-strokes. wing lay-out, which he considers has been sadly·
Firstly there is the normal deflector-head piston . neglected. He describes such an aircraft as having
type wherein the gases are deflected in a loop round a fuselage of conventional box structure parallel
the cylinder; secondly, there is the so-caBed • flat in depth, fitted with. a tractor engine at the front.
top' piston type in which the gas is transferred to Cantilever wings of approximately equal span are
the cylinder at high velocity by a plurality of jets.; mounted at each end of the fuselage, the front wing
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being fitted above the top longerons while the rear
wing is attached at the level of the bottom longeron.

The front wing cari"ies a plain flap (used for
trimming purposes) across its whole span whrJe
" elevons" (combined elevators and! ailerons) are
fitted to the trailing edge of the rear wing. The
pilot's seat is situated between the spars of the rear
wing, the cockpit being completely enclosed and
forming the leading edge of the fin, which is suitably
thickened to enclose the pilot's' head and shoulders.

Mr. Alien claims that such an aircraft would have
the foHowing advantages:

(a) The front wing can be arranged to stall first,
so that when stalled the aircraft merely
drops its nose and so regains flying speed.

(0) Longitudinal and lateral control at the stall
is assured because the elevons operate on
the rear, or urrstalled, wing.

(c) The aircraft has a high degree of fore and
aft stability and tends to maintain any
speed for which it is tI-immed.

(d) A considerable C.G. travel is permissible,
thus allowing the ample space amidships
to be used for fuel, luggage or other dispos
able load.

(e) Its short span wings are lighter and stiffer
than the longer span of the conventional
lay.out.

(f) The main loads are carried on structural
stf(~l1g' points, e.g., the pilot's seat is
between the spars of the rear wing and the
engine can be mounted directly on the
main spar of the front wing.

(g} The fin post behind the pilot forms an
admirable crash pylon in the event of
overturning on the ground.

(/1) Simplicity of control circuits is achieved by
the proximity of the cockpit to the control
surfaces.

Against these advantages, Mr. Alien allows that
the four wing tips, ""ith their associated vortices,
will lead to high induced drag at low speed, with a
,consequent steep angle of glide.

Whl'lst the writer agrees with the advantages
·claimed above for the tandem wing lay-out, he doubts
whether such an aircraft wOllld g~in appreciably
oyer the conventional type in view of the following.
.additional disadvantages. '

(a) The aerodynamic shape of the fuselage would
be pOOF owing to the width of the cockpit
near the tail. . ,

(b) The r~ar wing operates in the downwash of
the front wing, which results in a reduction
in the ov~rall lift coefficient.

- (c) Short wing spans of about 18 feet are likely,
which might make the aircraft over·sensi·

. to disturbances in roll.
The pilot's- view forward and downwards

would be restricted.
Summing up, it would appear that the lay.out

described by Mr. Alien would luake a very safe
aircraft with a light structure weight but with a poor
climb and glide performance and a reduced speed
range. It would be of interest to obtain the opinion
of other members on the merits or otherwise of such
an unconventional design.
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ARGENTINE NOTES
By

LEO FOI.LMANN

M'Y vacations are over. I spent them at Mer10
, but there was little. rest; many people went

away on distance flights. Our.only towing" Pelican"
bmke down (on the ground !} with two tubes of the
fuselage broken near the tail skid, so I had to weld.
Then we fixed a car, etc. Yesterday I welded the
engine mounting of Chourrout's "Moth "-they
lnanaged to get a brand new Gipsy Major 30 H.P.
errgine and are going to use it as a tow-plane as our
" P,elican" has to undergo general overhaul now
and there are no more towplanes' left.'

Recent perf€lrmances were;
Jan. 24 Ortner-Saladillo, 140 Km.

Moreno
Murchoi

F'eb. 1 Chourrollt (" Viking ")-Pllnta Indio, 155
Km. When towed back he released
over La Plata and landed at Mar
Chiquita, 350. Km.

Feb. II Chourrout (" Condor I ")-E~ Ortondo,
285 Km.

Joe Ortner (" Viking ")-San Nicolas, 200
Km" On the return trip Ortner released
over Arrecifes and landed near El
Ortondo at Sancti Spiriti, making another
200 Km. This turned out to be a real
hardship for poor Joe, as there was no
tow pilot and he had to get back to
lVIerlo by rail, pick up a sailplane pilot,
and tow "himself" back as well as
Chourrout.

Feb. 13 Montechiarini (" Spalinger ")-Bolivar,
280 Km. (Back in triple tow).

Conde (" Buzzard ")-Lincoln, 260 Km.
(Back in triple tow).

Murchio (" Viking ")-Caz6n, 130 Km.
(Back in triple tow).

Dobel ("·Grunati Baby ")--eomodoro, 175
Km.

Blasco (" Gnman Baby ")-Gob. Ugarte,
130 Km.

v'le have also four new Silver" C's "-Hereter,
Rosmarin, Montechiarini, and Moreno.

Want ta Fly Cheaply?
Then you should investigate U.L.A.A.

Group-operated home or factory built ultra light
aircraft oiler the ...ery cheapest form of non
tubttdlsed p~...ate flying. ,This is what V.L.A.A.
b sponsoritigJ so why not find out more about
thit rapidly expanding national organisation?

Full de/ail. on requ.st from: HOR. SECRETARY,

UI.TRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATiON
15, Westbourne Park Road, London, W.2.

-teltpllonel BAYBWATUI 7394
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
was only 25 feet high. The glider ducked amongst the
trees and buildings until the cliff edge slipped under
them, giving them sufficient "Paper Profit"
altitude. Highest altitude obtained was 3,500 feet
over the hill. The landing was on the old take-off
site.

PILOTS-READ THIS TWICE
The safety of the pilot (and co-pilot) is the prime

consideration of any intelligent attempt to set
soaring records. Let us look at this again: The
lives of those flying sailplan.es are infinitely more
important than the records which they hope to
break. A soaring record does not (at least as far as
we can see now) constitute rnore than a scientific
sport achievement. It does not ch:ange the life
of the" man in the street" as might a new disc0veI:y
in atomic fission or a successful medical effort.
Consequently, there is no excuse for trifling with
lives. in the pursuit of longer distances, durations,
or higher altitudes in this sport..

The problems connected with such attempts are
seldom fully realized. It is true that each attempt
and each location reqUires special consideratioil,
but basic policies are clear for all attempts and all
regions. These will .be outlined below:

1. An Organizer and (preferably an assistant to
this organizer), must take charge of all ground,
air, and e!nergency activities. He must outline
and set up in black and white, with carbon copies
for every single person involved, a communications
procedure, a list of equipment (even to very small
details carried by the glider and by the retrieving
crew). His duties also include a thorough study of
the weather and the terrain over which the flight
will be made. His is the responsibility for the fitness
of the glider and its equipment, and the ability of
its crew to use this equipment intelligently. The
mechanical condition ,of the trailer and its towing
auto· must be good enough for emergencies. The
launching device used must not fail in the pinCh.

Furthermore, the Ol-ganizer must be a " worder."
He must visualize bad conditions that might occur,
such as loss of the sailplane in a remote area com
bined with the fact that the fact that the retrievers
are seriously out of action on the highway. It is
obvious that all accident on the higl}\vay is possible,
and that those involved will be cared for by pass
ing motorists. But the fellows who are hanging by
their safety belts near the top of a lonesome pine
have nothing more to cheer them than the knowledge
that, after some specified hour, search parties will
be dispatched in an intelligent manner to try to
locate them. -

2. The ground-C1;ew chief must know" soaring t>

from the ground up. He must be a good leader irt
the field and should be practised in the art of " first
aid" to the injured. He should have an experienced
crew. Those who" picked up" crews at Wichita
Falls in '47 can testify on the soundness of this fact.
This man must also know soaring weather, read
airways maps and be alert to the many subtle factors
involved in this work.

SOARING Records are getting harder to make,
yet too often the preparations are ninety per

cent enthusiasm and ten per cent loss of sleep.
When altitude records were 6,000 feet it was

possible to make a record attempt with only a
sweater for extra equipment. Nowadays, however,'
we are not far from pressurized pods, radar, and
the host of other technical details' that flying deeply
into the stratosphere will involve.

It is still possible to crack the distance record on a
good day'S sport flying. Soon, however, our fast
sailplane Inust be improved from the present 30
to 1 glide angle to upwards of 50 to I, since it looks
as if the short span of daylight is soon going to
cramp our distances even more than it doe snow.
Landing lights, flares, radio and extra precautions
for flights over the desert and mountains are pro
bably going to spell the difference between record
distance success and failure even in 1948.

With all of the above scientific effort involved,
even now we see that it is necessary to do more
planning to insure the safe completion of record
attempts.

Soaring records from hereon will differ from
those of 1935 just as distinctly as barnstorming
in Curtis "JenllYs" differs from regular trans
oceanic passenger service.

RECENT RECORD FLIGHT ATTEMPTS
Paul MacCready soared his "Orlik" to 21,000

feet abOve sea level at Bishop, Dec. 28, 1947. He
telegraphed that the Lentieular clouds w~re good
up to 45,000 feet, but his canopy started to crack
in the extreme cold, forcing him to turn back. He
has since insulated his cockpit and put a heater
in his ship. He hopes to reach an altitude of more
than 40,000 feet.

MacCready's preparations have' been extensive.
He has the latest avy oxygen equipment, and has
pr<l-ctisecl it in high altitude chambers. His" Orlik "
is one of the deanest gliders in the world. It is a
Polish design, brought over in 1939 for the Polish
Exhibit at the ""orlds Fair in New York.

The present (unofficial) altitude record is about
29,000 feet above release, 39,000 feet above sea
level.

Herman Stiglmeir made an attempt to surpass the
American duration record on Monday, Dec. 29,
1947, at Palos Verdes. He was let down after 3
hours and 35 minutes. Fred WaIters was with
Herman in the Pratt Read" Crystal Ball."

Herman's take-off technique has not changed
over the years. It is simple, effective, and requires
only a minimum of effort. It is a demonstration of
mob psychology and glider pilot's nerve. A section
of road is blocked off. Motorists delayed by this
act are required to aid in the ass~mbly and launching
of the glider (this means that the pilot need carry
only a skeleton crew). .

The same technique is employed in landing, except
that the crowd considers the pilot a .. survivor"
and may hack off pieces of his glider for souvenirs.

On his launch last Monday (auto tow with 250
feet of line) the rope broke when the" Pratt Read"
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,3. The pilot must be highly skilled-we are
past the point where a 30 day wonder has much
chance of setting a serious record. He will, more
than likely, get his name wl-itten into the guest
ledger of a hospital instead! of the roll of soaring
., Greats."

There, you have the gist. of it now. Think well on
these points, pilo'ts, even when soaring on a week
end, and especially in contest work. Perhaps we
have been a little lucky to date. Anyhow, with the
performances we can expect in '48 and beyond,
it will be criminal negligence not to think seriously
of these points.

NATIONAL CONTEST FOR 1948
John Robinson reports that the National Soaring

Contest will be held at Elmira, New York on the
tentative dates: June 30. 1948 to July H, 1948.
There. seems to be a general tendency for having the
meets at Elmira in tfie " even" years ('48, '50, etc.)
and elsewhere on the" odd" years. Dr. Klemperer
is looking into the possibility that the Nationals
might be in Los Angelt)s in '49 or '51. What do you
think of this idea?

"MU 13 " MAY BE GIVEN TO S.C.S.A.
The U.S. Air Forces sent representatives to Herman

Stig1meier's Glider Yard to inspect the gliders sent
to the S.C.S.A. under bailment contract. It was
decided that authorization of the destruction of the
"Grunau Baby" be requested of Wdght Field,
and that the D-28 " Windspiel" (Toy 01 the Wind)
'be used for study purposes, and that title of ownership
of the" Mu 13" be vested in the S.C.S.A.

The S.C.S.A., under the direction of Dr. Klemperer
is engaged in writing up reports on noteworthy
design features of the German sailplanes. These
reports are to be sent to the V.S. Air Forces ¥aterial
Command at Wright Field, Dayton, Oh.io.

Herman believes that the" Mu 13". can be put
in flying shape for $lOO.OOO worth of material and
300 man hpurs of skilled labour.

The V,. S. A. F. officers, did not know. anything
about the Hortens at Northrop. It would be very
good news if the S.C.S.A:'s fleet of sailplanes could
be increased by the possible addition of the" Mu 13,"
a modeFately high performa.nce craft, and the
.. Horten 6," the world's highest performance
sailplane. The" Rorten 6" has a gliding angle
of 38 feet forward to I foot down.

INVISIBLE THERMALS
DEAR MR. EDITOR,

Sailplane pilots have often complained that
thennals are. too invisible. Experienced pilots Hying
always from the same slope soonel' or later develop
a private' map' of the relative position and intensity
of therma'ls for known wind conditions, and though
they pass this information on to the inexperienced
as best they can their local knowledge and personal
map will make up-currents and down-currents
relatively .. visible" to them in the light of their
own experiences.

That experience helps enormously when soaring
in mountainous territory is obvious from the results
of the Swiss 1947 competitions; and judging by
MI'. \\Tall's article in the Surrey Gliding Club Year
Book slope winds did not always behave as he
expected them to. Cross winds in the deep narrow
valleys upset his calculations, whereas the Swiss,
with local knowledge, were able to take full advantage
of known conditions, Would it be possible, do yOll
think, to n\ake a model of this year's site and study
the currents with steam? I ask because of something
I noticed the other day.

Lying in a very hot bath in a bitterly cold a)~d

draughty bathroom I· watched for an hour a most
comprehensive and consistent thermal system. The
bath ran Pr and South, the wind was North ·West.
Fr were I was the effect was of a long narl'Ow

alley between precipitous cliffs, something on the
line of Samedan, but of course much simplified. I
will draw you a plan.

What I would like to stress is that the formation
remained absolutely constant throughout the hour
I was watching. There was always a steady wide
updraught on the East slope, stl'Onger )-ight against
the wall but quite definite for three quarters of the
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,":ay across the valley. On the lee there was a very
Violent upcurrent of at least twice the speed. curling
over at the bww of the hill into an exceedingly
turbulent whirling downcun-ent. I now quot,e Irom
?vir. WalPs article: "perhaps the most unpleasant
feature of the strong downdraughts is their extreme
turbulence"; and again: "in order to get lift off
the slope it is necessary to fly close to the face, and
at a good speed to allow for local turbulence." And
from the Briefing given to foreign pilots: "Thermals
sometimes combine with the hill lift and roll up the
mountain side, 'and sometimes rise straight up the
valley, depending on the wind strength, the steepness
of the slope, and the lapse rate."

It would be interesting to know if re{>roducing
sQme of these conditions in model form With steam
would be of any practical help to a pilot flying for
the first time in mountainous areas.

Yours sincerely,
VERONICA PLATT.
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NEWS PROM THE Cl,VBS

also on the care and judgment
required in the lancli,!g approach
to the London Gliding Club's
field. This final item on the club
syllabus will be a task allotted to
Louis Leith who recently obtained
his five hours' duration at Dunstable
and is the club's Official Observer.

An ambitious progralnme! but
gliding club No. 13, the baby of
the RG.A. is beginning to kick
and tug heartily at the trouser
legs of her smiling and encouraging
big brothers.

SHOREDITCH TRAINING
COLLEGE GLIDING CLUB

Good news from Shoreditch
Training College Gliding Club
folio-wing a long but not inactive
silence since January.

The club now possesses an S.G.
38, thanks to a generous gesture
·on the part of the London Gliding
Club who allowed us this damaged
machine at a fantastically low
prke. We, as a college club,
poverty stricken but enthusiastic;
would again like to express our
gratitude and have it known
throughout the gliding world.

Although our financial assets
are limited, ·our material ones are
boundless-Shoreditch is one of
the finest craft Golleges in the
country both in wood and metal
work and already the various
tutors and students are planning
the rebuilding of our machine.
Jerry Hllll, maintenance engineer
to the club, has the responsibility
of planning al'ld drawing the various
alterations. His hobby before the
was, was building sailplanes, and
during the war he had an active
time as a parachutist. We have
two " B" licence power pilots in
our midst, Roy Yates and Jerry
Dawson who use their weekends
imparting air sense to our rawest
members with circuits in Tiger
Moths.

Our training programme in the
past has been purely on a theor
etical basis including a grounding
in the usefUl field duties, from
wing tip holding to winch operating,
and the value of these winter
lectures. was clearly defined in a
recent visit to Dunstable when
eight students were smoothly
absorbed enabling the London
Gliding Club to indulge in a happy
afternoon's. soaring.

OptimisticaUy perhaps, we hope
t,o commence training up to .. A "
and" B .. stage before the summer
vacation, and with this object in
view the club are planning a
future for these " B'" pilots who
will proceed to Dunstable fully
armed with a first-hand knowledge
of thermal flying and hill soaring
plus ah "anti-black" c.ourse on
the peculiarities of the .. Bowl"

flights can be made from Dunstable
in the month of February; we
re~ret there are none to report
thIS year. However; a pretty
~seful 11.2 hours' flying was put
1Il, and It IS mteresting t;o note
that this compares fa-vourably with
137 hours flown during February,
1~3~, which .~rovided fairly good
soarIng conditIons throughout the
month. By contrast, 102 hours
of this February's total 'were flown
in the first nine days of .the month,
after which we had a period of
East winds.

LONDON GLIDING CLUB Flying commenced before break.
Febnla'YY· fast on Sunday, Februa,ry 1st,

Apology. As R. Pasold points and both Leith and Scarborough
out, (Jur statement in the December were launched for is hour duration
.. SAILPLANE" that 'no cross- attempts. Their luck was out,
country flights have been made however, both being forced down
from Dunstable during the months after 2 hrs. 51 mins. and 2 hrs.
of December, January, and 2~ mins. respectively, when the
February, was only 66. 2/3% W1l1d dropped and backed. Never
correct. Reference to the .. SAIL- the-less, a total of 21 hours was
PLANE" for ;\IIarch, 1939, shows put in that day, chiefly by the
that four machines left the site high performance class.
during the week·encl, February TueSday, February "'rd, saw
IS-19thofthatyear. On Saturday, Leith having another snot at his
February 18th, Stephenson landed 5 hrs. only to be forced down this
8 miles away a·t Hemel Hempstead, time after 20 mins. The next
in his .. Blue Gull" and L. C. day, February 4th, conditions we.re
Withall took the Club's Bussard good and five members tumed up
21 miles to Barnet. The following to put in 6 lu-s. 20 mins. between
day Hiscox went to Luton Airport them. Leith did not tum out
and R. Pasold flew his Bussard 38 because he says he had an adverse
miles to Chigwell aerodrome- report from Met. On Friday the
cloudbase appears to have been 6th, however, he was finally
3,700 teet and th~ landing was launched at 10.50 hrs. and landed
made at 16.40 hours, about 2 hrs. 5 hrs. 20 mins. later, having
40 mins. after leaving Dunstab'le. ridden out Cl. cold-front, complete
We are deeply sorry if our error with rain, hail, snow, and 45 m.p.h.
has given the impression that breeze. Under these conditions he
there is a conspiracy afoot to occasionally disappeared from
discredit the Pasold family, and sight, although flying at only
hasten to point out that we did 800-1,000 ft. Monday the 9th, was
not snbscribe to the claims made also quite interesting, providing
last summer, in ill advised circles, good conditions in the afternoon
for the first sailplane flight to the which took Scarborough, on his
Isle of Wight. We were fUlly first flight in' the Club .. GlIlI,"
aware that this honour rightly to 2,000 tt. After 15.30 hrs. the
belonged to RoUe's youn~er wind dropped froom \Tf,'/I5-to W/5
?rother, 111g0 Pasold. T~le machme I and even less, and we were a~
m which· both these flIghts were to fly the" Gull" from the" Rifle
made, a lemon coloured Rhonbuss- Volunteer" to the far side of the
ard, is still going strong, and is: Z00 in some of the smoothest
further distinguished by a natty- slope lift we have encountered
fitting cockpit cover which corn· for some time.
pletely encloses the pilot.. It is, therefore, surprising that

Having made it quite dear under these extremely smooth cOn:
(we hope) that cross.country ditions, one had to report being
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The Club Trophy.

Ames won it by a gain in altitude
of 3,740 feet. Botll trophies, by-·
the.way, are challenge tropllies,
held by the winner for a. year.

(B. S. Shenstone is the new Chief
Engineer of B.E.A.-Editoy.)

DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHIRE:
GLIDING CLUB

February yielded a total of 116,
launches and 23 hours 39 minutes.
soaring. One" A" and one .. B ".
Certificates were gained. Not a.
very impressive total but in
FebruaFy, 1947, we couldn't get.
into the hangar never mind get
a machine out. The weather has.
not been either completely good
or completely bad. Usually.
between Christmas and Easter we

Canada has now 238 certificated
glider pilots consisting of II ()" A ",
88 " B" and :34 " C". There are
43 gliders in Canada, about five
mOre being built, and of the 43
one Is an Olympia EON, brought
with great red-tape-dodging from
the U.S. and owned by the Gatineau
Gliding Club of Ottawa.

Another trophy presented for
the first time in 1947 was the
British Aviation Insurance Co.
trophy, designed in the modem
manner by the well known Canadian
sculptor Emanuel Hahn. It is
made of stainless steel, aluminium
and lucite, and was won by John
Ames of the Toronto Gliding Club.
It is offered for the best flight lOf
the year-altitude or distance.
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Summary of flying for Fe'bruary :
Launches 278.
Hours Flown 112.
Certificates "A" I, "B" 1.
Silver" C" Duration 2.

struck by a most sudden andI
violent piece of air which fairly
jolted the spine. The blow seemed
to tall (judging from the sound)
about half way down the fuselage,
and left the impression that,
(;ontrary to the usual feeling ot
the machine passing through a bit
of turbulance, this disturbance
had passed through us! \\'e
should have given quite a lot to
have had the air rendered visible
at that moment, and have little
doubt that it would have revealed
a vertical current of extremely
small cross-section. But why, in
otherwise silky smooth conditions?
Cadman flying No. 4 Tutor about
the same time, remarked on a
similar experience.

The only item of crashery this
month concerns the ground.hoppingl
Dagling, which hopped Into a hedge I

and split open the nose of itsI
nacelle, fortunately without any
damage to its occupant. 'We now
have a .. control waggon;'. The
original idea was to provide a
covered trailer as a receptacle, at
the launching point, for all the
loose equipment which is usually
jlust thrown on the ground and
forgotten. The idea seems to have
been developed to incorporate a
cash·desk and sales counter, wit"
all-weather protection for the time
keeper.

SOARING ASSOCIATION OF
CANADA

We send you a photo of the
Club Trophy of the Soaring Associa
tion of Canada.

Presented for the first time this
year (1947), it was won by the
Toronto Gliding Club.

In addition, may I advise you
that following the annual general
meeting of the SAC a few days
ago in Montreal, the officers for

~
948 J ~ under;-
.. g Commander
. M. Holman President.

John D. Agnew Vice-President.
Barrie Jeffery. Director.
B. S. Shenstone Director.
J. A. Simpson Director.

Further, the annual report
prepared by the retiring president
(B. S. Shenstone) revealed that



THE SAILPLANE

Sunday, Feb1'lUary 8th.
Wind W.S.W. 2~/35:

Too strong for training. Stan.
Armstrong, Charles Faulkner and
Eric Taylor brought out their
.. Olympias .. and managed 1 hour
36 minutes between them.

Saturday, Felwua1'Y 14th.
Wind S.W. 20.

Saturday soaring for the first
time this year. A good south
westerly breeze made it worth
while to bring the two·seater out.
lt was a short and rather awkward
beat on the corner of the hill above

have one 0' two bright cold days Great Hucklow but conditions were: Scully "S" turns, Keith Me.gg~

with a stiff north west breeze good enough for novices. Winkley and Alan Patching are circuiting
which gives us good smooth lift from the Midland Club had his the" Rholl ", Mike Bruce, John Day
up to 2,000 feet. This year we first experience of soaring over and Viv brough have gone on to
seem tp have had rather more Camphill with Gerry Smith. the .. Coogee." Only non-flying
soaring of the rather less satisfying Southorn who has previously flown day was the 30th. After 9 flights
kind. We are still short of service- with the A.T.C. and has had no in the .. Rhon" it became too
able training machines and the soaring experience to speak of, windy for either training or soaring.
.. Tutor" has been taken out of also handled the two-seater quite Later in the day, gusts up to 90
commission for C. of A. overhaul. competently. m.p.h. were recorded. The Beau·
As the machine was in excellent Freddie COleman and Heck Booth fort Club chose that day to alrive
condition, we have undertaken also flew their" Olympia." Iwith their two-seater, having been
to complete the overhau:l ourselves Totals--S launches, 2 hours 4 I held up by work on their new winch
and save a small fortune. The minutes. tow-car combination. By the time
members who fly the "Tutor" , they pulled in, the sky' was lurid
have tackled the job enthusiastic- Sunday, February 15th. with red dust from inland and the
ally., supervised by' Basil Meads. Wind W.N.W. 15/20. air was very gritty. Len Travers,

By all the signs this should have John and Mrs. Wallis and Goug
Sunday, February 1st. 'been a good day but perhaps on Lyons availe(l themselves of the

Wind S.W. 15 m.p.h. account of the cloud, conditions VMFG's offer of a cnppa tea.
At first it seemed as if we were were most disappointing. Stall. I'd like to place it on record. that

to have a good day, the sky cleared Annstrong was first away in the I've never seen so much tea drunk
rapidly and the sun was out just two-seater with Derek Roper as before. Positively fascinating
as we were ready to start. After passenger. Thereafter the" T.21 " sight. One expected to see tea
one launch, however, the clouds was launched throughout the day trickle from their ears any moment.
started to form on the edge at 500 for a total of 18 launches, but no After the hard work the Beaufort
feet and prevented circuits for flight exceeded 15 minutes. Four members have for years put into
some time. This was not exactly "Olympias" were out, also the building first their two-seater then
a bitter disappointment to Barbara "Grunau" and the "Cadet." their winch, it was certainly
Richards and J. W. Smith who Heck Booth had the best ride in gratifying to see the machine pnt
had the .. Cadet" to themselves an .. Olympia" with I hour 33 in some ex<;ellent flights.
for the rest of the morning. minutes. Midwood held the Australian Two.Seater AUltude
Barbara, unperturbed by her" Grunau" up for 26 minutes. Record. On 4th january, Bill
previous experience with the It is doubtful if any machine Iggulden, Pt'esident of Victorian.
"Cadet," put in three or four exceeded 500 feet at any time. Soaring Association, with pupil
high hops. Smith, a new member Total-53 launches, 13 hours Doug Lyons of Beaufort Club,
with power experience had several 26 minntes. was winched to 500 feet and climbed
high hOps and a circuit to polish 'to 4,050 feet, 55 minutes airborne.
off his" A ". Sunday, February 29th Scenes on the ground are worth

The "T.21" was brought out No wind, poor visibillty. describing. As it became obyious
later on and half-a-dozen members The" Cadet" did S flights and that the .. Phoenix" was going
\~ere taken up for circuits. During the" G.B. " did four. jack Lello up, expressions were frankly in·
the afternoon, the "Olympias" did two circuits in the former to credulous, gave way to amazement,
were able to reach Eyam on the obtain his "B" Certificate. then tG a joy that was almost delir·
South slope an«;l to soar there at Total-12 launches, 24 minutes, iousandwasshared to the full by the
anything from 700 to 1,000 feet. 1" H." VMFG pilots. Bill and Doug,

Totals-40 launches, 6 hours, incidentally, suffered from the in-
19 minutes, 1 .. A". I VICTORIAN MOTORLESS FLIGHT tense cold, being clad in very light

GROUP. January 1948. clothing. A propos of this after
more good flights had been made,

Christmas Camp-BerWick Airstrip and while Ron. Roberts with pass-
26/12/47 to 4/1/48. enger Mrs. Bill Iggulden, was 011

Itispleasingtoreportasuccessful his way to 3,700 feet (3Q mins.)
Christmas Camp, with 200 flights Len Tl"avers was heard to remark
and no crashery. The number of that the Club would have to make
flights may not seem very high, but, it a rule that anyone flying
although 14 pilots flew at various " Phoenix" must be warml;,:...crad.
times, only 10 were able to attend Although, at the time, Ler,'s
for the ~ntire peri.od and 3 of these I remark brought him a lot of rag~ing,
had theu own sailplane to handle. there's no doubt that he's nght.
So we were somewhat shortcrewed With the conditions we can expect
at times. Trainees attending the at Berwick, it looks as though the
Camp wer~ able to make good .. Phoenix" will have no trouble
progress; Graham Wycherley had in bettering her record and probabfy
his first skids, Nance Iggulden is doing some good CFOss-country
now doing high straigbts, Jack flights. I think I speak for all
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of us when I say there's no one
we'd like better to see doing it
than the Beaufort people.

For the information of those
who haven't seen the .. Phoenix,"
she has a wingspan of 54 feet,
chord of 5 feet, wings stand about
6 feet 5 inches from ground at tips.
Fitted with two wheels side by
side, behind the skid. Weight
gOO lb. '

Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Casey and
their son, Don, were given flights
in the .. Phoenix" and expressed
keen interest and pleasure, not
only with their flights, but with

the general activities throughout
the period of the Camp. Mr.
Casey and his daughter spent many
hours rolling and mowing the strips.

Best thermal flights in the
.. Coogee .. were to 2,850 feet and
2,980 feet, 20 mins. and 38 mins.,
pilot, G. Roberts. The" Coogee"
seems to have a performance of
about 1 in 17. A few mods, have
been found necessary and it is
expected that when these are
completed she'll serve the Group
weIl.

The Victorian Soaring Associa·

tion obtained perm1ss10n to
continue flying at Berwick. This
is the best news we've had for a
long time. Berwick, besides being
adequate for both primary .training
and sailplane soaring (Ron Roberts
reports smooth lift of 15/20 f.p.s.
which he had to leave because of
proximity to cloudbase, .. Phoenix ..
not being fitted up for cloud
flying), is also in yery pretty
surroundings. 1t looks as though
we've reached a point where we
can start building for that bigger
and better future which is now
within ,our reach.

Mr. R. G. Casey lale iJinister of Stale for Burma watching
his son being harnessed in tke " Merlin."

THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB-NOTES OF

Grace Raberts (OUI' contributor) gives .<istf.1' Nance
Iggulikn the " gen ..

ACTIVITIES SINCE tit Jan., 1948.

Those people who buy this Our chief instructor needs no sound only! On the 15th
iournalmerelyforthesakeofreading introduction although he has February, Bill Sharpe tested a
the news from this club wili have become rather a stranger at Sutton .. Tutor" for five minutes-which
noticed our absence for some Bank of late. He is said to be concludes flying to the end of
months. To both of them our doing some serious stink.flying at February. Everything seems to
sincere apologies. In this part of Croft; his instrument flying is have come very nicely through
the country, when one has nothing now so good that he gets under the the Winter without too much
to say, it is as a 1ule heartily hood before they open the hangar weather-beating. The Clubhouse
recommended by all and sundry, door. There has been soaring on building was rather badly knocked
that it should be said quickly, and only three occasions this year; about at one end by the February
not mentioned again I Things Bill Sharpe has been in charge as gales, but fortunately we were
have indeed been slow mainly due acting C.l. so that Barker may insured and Mr. Lloyd came to
to unsuitable weather conditions, hunt the grouse (and of ,course the rescue r The subject of the
to the dearth of members with' polish up his instrument. flying) clubhouse reminds us that certain
cars and long.suffering wives-' without let or, hindrance. On the' members have been very far from
to the fact that since the loss of, first· of February, the first three I idle-especially the Hon. Treasurer,
the" Kite" last year there has not launches of 1948 took place; Donald Sharpe, who has not. only
been anything very attractive for ISouth wind; Bill Sharpe and sponsored, but built up a fund to
the ~-a.avanced types to fly. HastweIl essayed a few delayed fit-out' the clubhouse-(ovet: £100

ch is now heard on the subject descents. On the 7th, in a gust.y, has been given and lent to date,
of private.owner syndicates and 40 m.p.h. S.W. wind O'Grady with many valuable, gifts in kind
the day is almost upon us when at wrestled with turbulence for a and offers of work and services).
least two of these will be formed, valiant 20 minutes. On the next Anyone who has helped in this
equipped and in the Air-just day, Fidler, O'Grady. Pick, Sharpe'matter and not received a note,
like that! The Newcastle-dwelling and Varley made 3 hrs. between or word, of thanks, we should like·
members started this thing when 'em: O'Grady landed just before to thank very sincerely in these
they bought Clarence jowett's old we were enclouded, and the re- notes. The fund is still open and
.. Kite" from under certain noses. trieving party located him by any offer in cash, in kind, 01 in
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29.2.48
29.2.48
29.2.48
7.3.48

1.2.48
1.2.48

17.1.4$
1.6·47

18.1.48
13.11.47
~.4.47
19.1:r,L7
31.1.411
29.7.47

27.10.47

18.1.48
4.1.48

24.l.48
241.48

19.10,47
lIU0.47

1.2.48
18.1.48
15.2.48
15.2.48
9.11.47
22.1.48
22.1.48
10.2.48
18.1.48

28.12.47
28.11.41
17.1.48
:3.8.47
1.1.47

810 47
31.8.47
17.1.48
4.8.47

20.10.46
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24.1.48
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Dal.lakon.

..

.,

NEW AUSTRALIAN
GLIDING RECORD

A. T. C. School or Gliding Club.

Trainee meteorologist and former
Royal Australian Air Force pilot,
Mr. E. Desmond, broke the Victor·
ian ,(Australian) height gliding
r~ord b,y reaching 9,000 feet.
In a "Grunau baby" sailplane,
Desmond left the launching ground
at Reservoir and remained in the
air for 39 minutes. The previous
Victorian height r,ecord was 7,600
feet.

"B" CERTIFICATES
Luneburg G.C.
104 G.S. ••

~~n~~. Page ~:C.

Oer!:>" and Lan"" ~G .C.
Handley Page C,C. .

"5" CB~T1FIcATES.
.. 43 G. S.

148 G.S.
.. 146 G.S.

146 C.S
R.N. G.U.

.. RN. G.U.

.. Scoltish G.D.

.. Loudou G.C.

.. Scoltish G.U. ..

.. Halldley Page G.C.
29 G.S. ..
Cambridge G.C.
Camridge G.C.
104 C.S.

.. 83 G.S.
1460.S. ..
140 Wing G.C...

.. Air H.Q., B.A.F.O.

.. Soulhdown c..C.

.. Barnlmp c..C. ..

.. 84 Group GC.

.. 42 G.S. ..

.. Air H.Q., B.A.F.U.

.. 84 Group G.C.
.. 4th Armd. Bgde., G,C. ..
.. RN. G.D.
.. 146 e.s.
.. Lubeek C.C.

Somerset G.C. ..
.. 140 Wiug e.c...

Condor G:C. ..
.. ~;bJ.;.nd Lan~ C.C.
. . Air H.Q., B.A.F.O.
.. Air H.Q., B.A.F.O.

140 \Ving G.C...
. . Condor G.C.
.. R.N. G.U.
.. 27 G.S.

"C" CERTIFICATES.
Soulhsowu G.C.

.. Soulhdown G.C.

.. Soulhdown 6.C.
Barulrup G.C. ..
Air H.Q., n.A.F.O.
84 Group G.C.
Lubeck G.C. ..
140 Wing C.C...

.. Air H.Q." B.A.F.O.

.. 140 WiJ?1l G.C...

.. RN. G.D.

Yours faithfully,
R. SWINN

Gilbert Daynes ..
Harold EFic Wi!kinson
Ernes! Perldns
Derek Re>: Clampln
John Walson Lello
~eorg~ Brewste.

Alien Frank Robiuson
Raymond Eric stevens
George Btown ..
Ronald James Auslin
Joseph Mill. .,
Nigel Johu Ovcnden ..
Peter Johu Pearce
'Villiam George Se;ymour Logic
James Paton . . . .
Frederick Ernest Wailer Phelps
John l'<"ox ..
Cyril Coupe Hatrison
Cyril Coupe Harrisoll
Edward George Moores
Edward Brian Smilh ..
Cathcart lIIichael Wig-ht·Boycoll
Harold Herbert [)('smoud WInle
William George Tinker
Kennelh Savill ..
Reginald George Mays
Peter John Wells ..
Aulhony Cecil Lyuch-Blosse ..
WiIliam Hubert Iugle
Alfred Thomas Jol111soll
Jack Sowden .,
Greenwood John Laurie
Colin David Hlll ..
Anlhony James Jacomb-Hood
John Samuel Fay ..
Jolm Wyndham Lowman
Heury John Burrow ..
Arthur William Stansfield
Humphrey Roger Dimock
Peter Daniel MeCarlhy
Ray Norman Holland
George Holt Lloyd ..
I van peters ..
William AlisWr :MailIand Ferguson
John Wolferstan Villa

ROYAL AERO CLUB GLIDING CERTIF,ICATES
(IAue' unller lIel,catioll. ~J tb, B.G.A.)

GLIDING CERl'IFlCATES, "A" .. 188 {774T-7Q85).
"B" 72
11 C" 24

SILVER "C": 3 1124-126 inclusive).
Notl----A. Malaney's Silver" C" Badge, No. 124, had been withdrawn, as a result of ah

error on the part of the applicant.
No. NaHf4.

}o'EBRUARY, 1048.

hostile dogs at ba.y whilst one
tries to convince a landlord that
you are flOt in the blackmarket,
but merely want accommodation
for the night.

Such a guide would, to quote
Richard Murdoch "fill a long
felt want."

"The Anford,"
76, Central Drive,

Blackpool.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Sir, . 8957

5917
I pave recently visited some of 6481

the principal Gliding Clubs, and g~~g
have had the utmost difficulty 647()
locating the actual sites. In the ~~g~
course of my wanderings I have 7182
coflected quite a lot of local dialect m~
and blistered heels, but helpful as 754,4
the local people were, I invariably j~!~
found that their knowledge of the 7747
location of the Clubs were limited g~g

to " Up in they thar Hills. It , 7750
It would be. most helpful to Im~

everyone if the Secretaries could 17759
send in to the I Sailplane and m~
Glider' a guide that could be 7769
clearly follo~ed by persons not g~~
living in the locality. I suggest 7784
that this information could be m~
collected by the journal and pub- 7798
lished in one issue. thus forming j~g~
a ready reference to interested 7803
persons. I feel sure that this, m~
W€lu!d help clubs bring out those 7818
hidden potential members who ~~~~
dQ not.have the time nor inclination 7824
to ferret out the information, but

I f f · 6481 Frederick John Foord
who wou d pn the spur 0 a me 69138 William Frederlck Jordan
week-end make the journey. 7752 Kennelh SavlIl

7753 Reginald George Mays
Many people too Wh0 are 7762 William JIuberl Ingle

b f d' t t 1 b h 7769 Alfred Thomas JohnsolI . ,roem ers 0 a IS an c u w en 7794 Anlhony James Jacomb-Hood
in the localit;y of another club may 7798 John Wyndham Lowman

. h t 11' th " t 7808 Peler Daniel McCarthyWIS ,0 ca 111 on em, "'U are 7818 c.eorge Hall Lloyd .. . .
not sure where they are, and have 7821 William Alislalr Maitland FeriUson
not the time to try the hit and miss ;\IARCH, 1948.
method, which if successful seems
to always leave one unable to get ~~~~
to one's destination the same day. 5790
I can: think of more pleasant way!! ~t~
of passing the time than keeping 7334

service, will be accepted- gratefully.
The A.T.e. has done little at the
Bank this year, and we get slapped
(as usual) if we natter about their
other activities !,

I t is tempting to ramble OIl
about tbis and that but in truth,
these columns are for relating
achievements, not for om" dreams
and forecasts-for which see Old
Moore's Almanac! This year we
shall do our best to get all the best
we can out of the equipment we
have and the weather we get, and
to avoid taking unwise chances
with our aIrcraft. If we find our
selves with enough" hard-earned It

we shall enlarge our fleet-unless
we earn. get hold of something in
return for a tall story instead.
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CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS

DERBYSHIRE & LANOASHIRE
GLIDING CLUB.

GREAT HUCKLOW. TlDESWELL,
Phone TidesweU 207 DERBYSHIRE

To people living in the North
Midlands the Club offers full soaring
fadlities at 10/· per hour in the dub
fleet of Sailplanes.

Primary training has started and
power conversions are a speciality.

The clubhouse is fully licenced and
meals are available if booked in ad
vance. Whether th~re is flying or not
there is always something doing every
weekend.

Subscription, 6 gns.; Entrance fee,
2 gns.; Non-flying members, Ign. If
you are interested please write to the
Hon. Secretary. 87, Fargate, Sheffield I,
for further details. ". .

THB MIDLAND GLIDIKG CLUB
LIMlTBD

The Long Mynd. Church Stretton,
Shropshire. Telephone: Linley 206.

Full partkulars may be obtained
from the Secretary. F. G. Batty. F.C.A,
2. Lombard Street West. West Brom·
wich, Staffs.

CONTACT all aspects of Private 'lying
and Civil Aviation by reading" The
Light Plane It-the new journal for the
air-minded. Regular monthly authora
tive news and articles on airports, air
craft and air-touring. I/M. monthly
from all booksellers or by direct sub
scription from the publis,\ers, £1. 15. Od
per annum. Light Plane Publications
Ltd., 4. Sutherland Avenue, Maida
Vale, W.9. 1'el. CUN. 7902.

20.8.4.7
22.2.4.8
1.2.4.8

80.l.4.8
10.10.4.7

'-11.4.7
80.8.4.7
81.1.48
17.2.48
1.2.48

18.1.48
5.8.48
3.9.47

JJ(fj,; taken.

7,3.018
7.3.018

~gt:~
15.10.4.7

3.1.4.8
3.8.4.7

21.10.4.7
4.8.4.7

:l0.7.4.7
~5.1A8
20.1.48
20.4.47
15.2.48

26.10.47
18.1.48
13.7.47
~0.2.48

28.9.47
7.10.47
10.5.46
15.2.48
28.2.48
14.2.48
20.2.48
1.4.2.48
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THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB,
SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE.

Full Flying facilities are offered
to all Soaring and Power Pilots.

New Flying and Non.flying
members wanted.

For full particulars apply to:
L. A. ALDERSON, " LYNDHURST,"
SINNINGTON, YORK, Hon. Secretary,
Yorkshire Gliding Club.

11.1'. C. ~c1wol or Glidill' Ultb.

lU:l C.S. ..
.. Southdowu G.C.

Bristol G.C.
.. Bristol G.C. . .

Oerlinghau""n G.C.
85 Wing G.C...
4th Armd. Bgde. G.c. ..

.. 84 Group G.C.

.. 151 R.U. (A) G.C,·

.. Cambridge G.C. . .
Air H.Q., B.A.F.O., G.C.

.. Alr H.Q., B.A.F.O., G.C.
· . OerUnghauo;ell G.C.

Scottish G.U. ..
.. R.N. G.U.
.. B.A.F.O. G.C.

B.A.F.O. G.C. ..
.. Scotti.h G.U.
.. R.N. G.11. ..

135 Wing G.C...
.. B.A.F.G., G.C.
.. B.A.F.O., G.C.

Bri.tol G.C.
B.A.F.O., G.C.

.. B.A.tt.O., G.C.
· . Cambridge G.C.

Hh Armd. Bgde G.C.

.. C" CER'fIF1CA'rES.
Luneburg G.C.

.. B.A.F.O., G.C. . .

.. Air H.Q., B.A.F.G. G.C.
Oerlingliausen G.C. . .
4th Armd. Bdgc. G.C. ..
84 Group G.C.
151 R.U. (A) G.C.

.. Air H.Q., B.A.F.O. G.C.
Oerliughausen G.C.

· . B.A.P.O. G.C. ..
.. B.A.P.O. G.C. ..
.. B.A..F.O. G.C. ..
.. Hit Armd. Bdge. G.C.

SILVER" C"

Name. .

Philip 1'urner V,,-ughall
Peler Kenneth D'Allenge'
Rolxrt Hellyar Perrott
Liouei Chatham PiIt
Geoffrcy FTancis Marshall
l>enni$ Hdwiu Varney
Rouald IWwill Bi<1dk
Michael Fredericl!: Green
Robert Joiu. J oue. .,
Witliam Johu Alinew Will'
Peter Johu ."nson ..
llriau ThoOlas PoweU
Alan Ilwart Turnbuli
WiJlialll Ronald F10ckharu
David Edward Parker
.\uthouy Franklyll Billk'
Arthur Deuis Hobsou
Arthur Francis Wiust\Ulley
Eric Handley ..
Frauk James Steer ..
Peter Gillespie Mallett
George Djl1rkovic
Cera\d Alan Cox . . . .
Geoffrey Richard Dowuiug Fryer
DOllglas George Collier ..
JolUl Alt"x8.nder i\Coir WilSOll
bona\d Edward Brown ..

12' V. Dobson (2793).
125 F, Foster (3927)
12-6 P. G. Mallett (7872)

GLIDING CERTIFICATES-Continued.

The
LONDON
GLIDING CLIJB

Ltd.
Dunstable Downs, Beds.

Tel. : Dunstable 419.
Full Flying Membership:
Entrance Fee £5. 55. Od.
Annual Sub. £6. (is. Od .

• Associate Membership
(non-flying) :

Entrance Fee £1. Is. Od. OERLINGHAUSENGLIDING CLUB THB YORKSHIRB GLIDING CLUB,
Annual Sub. £2. 2s. od. Fly in the World's best sail., SUTTO~ BANK~ .~ORKSHIRE.

Ten club aircraft, including high- planes at one of the finest Hill. Full FI)"mg faCIlities a~e offered
performance, dual 2-seater and and Thermal-Soaring sites in' to all Soanng and Power P,lols.
primaries. More on order. Germany The Club fleet includes . JOIN NOW and know Gliding at

Flying all the year round. Full ,. W'h ,; .. M" " .. K . h" I Its BEST at Sutton Bank, Yorkshire.
t . . k d D el e, r lmmoa, ramc , For full particulars apply to:

ca enng at wee -en s',. ormy I'" Rhel'nland," ""·{u". 17"· andh ( I ) L db 1" L.. A. ALDERSON, .. LVNDHuRsT,'
,ouse. ~ way~ open.. lcense aT." Olympia" Bailplanes. The weekly SINNINGTON, YORK, Hon. Secretary.

TralOlI1? courses May 24th t~ charge for non-members, including Yorkshire Gliding Club.
June 5th, July 5th to July 17th, Messing, Accommodation, and all
August Oth to August 21st. Flying, is 4 guineas.

BAROGRAPH, Chowles and Full details ma.y be obtained
Nelsoll. :30,000 feet range: brand from :-THE SECRETARY. Oerling·
new and ullused, nearest offer to hausen Gliding Club, cIa R.A.F.
£20. D. H. G. Ince, 59, Dowanside Station, GUtersloh, B.A.F.O.,
Road, Glasgow, W.2. B.A.O.R. 15.

.Vu.

7:30'l
1628
7786
78:32
78:33
78:J6
1831\
7830
784~

;845
1850
1851
7853
7854
7859
7861
7865
7866
1868
7871
7872
7875
7877
7880
7891
789:$
7891>

15H Gilbert Daynes ..
7065 Ronald Frederick Shutes
7681 Willialll , !.hur ~Iarshall

7833 ~iiUld. Marshall
78 /!Wnald- Edwiu Biddlc

_--,,~..-;-~~;' ~llchael Frwerick Green
784.2 Robert John Joues .,
7850 Peter John AU50n
7853 Alan Ewart Turnbull
7861 Authony Frauldyn Billk,;
7865 Arthur Denis HobsOll
7872 Peter 'Gillespie l\lallett
7899 Ronald Edward Brown

~·l

/

:..... ----~~------_._--~-~~~---_._-----
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HAWKRIDGE AIRCRAFT CO. LTD.
take pleasure in annauncing that the (o/lowinZ

machines ore under construction :-

Primary Gliders; Grunau Baby II b's
Venture 2-Seater Sailplanes

T.M.2 High Performance Sailplanes

Enquirie. invited for repairs. overhauls,
renewal 0( C's of A. , and modificalions.

Write: HIGH ST., DUNSTABLE, BEDS.

CHOWLES & NELSON

RECORDING
AtTIMETERS

WINSLOW' BLETCHLEY • BUCKS

w. have now made arrangements for you to
purchase your Baro:raph on the INSJAlMENT

PLAN through your Gliding Club.

Ask YOllr Ser.rttarJI to write us.

SCOTTISH
GLIDING UNION

BISHOPHILL AND
BALADO AIRFIELD

Entrance Fee £1 IS. Subscription £3 3s.

Weekly Holiday Gliding Courses, July and August.
First Class Hotel Accommoduion and Catering.

Flying Training to (A' and 'B' Stimdard.
In Beautiful Surroundings. All in .charge £12 10S.

per week.

Write to Hon. Secretary
A. J. THORBURN,

137, ROSSLYN STREET

KIRKCALDY
PHONE DYSART ~2



rile .'cn i1 1'( 1,1" :Iirwork IJ(\': Ai,.. T,...nsport Contractinl • (annacc Charter.
Ayine: Servicin. and Maintenance of' Aircraft Overhaul and Modification 0'
Aircraft sat. and Purchast of AirC'ra(t Specialised Aerodrome (aurin.

Operation and Manaeement of F1rina Schools and Clubs Insurance

rv;n
AI~ORK

~IIMITEO

.Maintenance Division • Airwork Limiteu cmbral:t'se,'ery
aspect of aviation for private and
commercial cntt'rprises, and lays claim
to an U1H'h'"l1c.l rccor<l ot' .wli"ities, ,In
ihe n1.1intcnance of its world."ide
orgllnisatiun-Iargest in this countr~

run by pr,ivateenterprise,-Airwork
disposes of a pool of over one hundn'd
license('1 engineers. During the first ,Ix
months of 1947 alonc, Ai rwork c,lrric'd
out ,H Blackhushe. (;,H"ick and l'lIlgley
:\irpurts lwu lhousand daily' inspec.
lions, twu hundred and lift)' thre..,
sch,~dllk in'lwc'lion o\el'haul, ,1I1d ,iXI)'

C. of A. oH'rhauls, Simu'lt,1I1t'ously, ,H

o"el'S(',lS I1r,1I1"h,'s two thousand se"en
hundred .Iaily ins]l<'<'lion' 'H"T com

pleted by th,' iV1 iddk El,t Sit'etion, and
six rlilOUs.1I1d .in h:lIador . . , The
.-\irwork :>en'ice is as complete for a
,ingk machine as for a larg" Heel.

AIRWORK UMITEIl "S CHESTERFIELD Sl'REE1'· lONOON . W.I TEL: G H OS \' E N 0 It 4 8 4 J

LOflOky .kroJromc. Bu~ks.

.Iho at: (;at.tdck :1irp~rl, I-{ode.,". Surre-]". W(Jckbu.V1C .lirport. Sr. Cam berley , .''lIlrrr}:.
He~lvn .Iirport .. tIiddJe.WL Joughhm:ugh Aerodrome, Dishier, Ldes. rerch Aerodrome, Perrh...fl;rc. R""/Ilrc'ii .~irpOrl, Renfu!l')hirt'.

../"


